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ACADEMIC SENATE MINUTES 
November 6, 1991 Volume XXIII, No. 6 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 
Approval of Minutes of October 23, 1991 
Chairperson's Remarks 
Vice Chairperson's Remarks 
Student Body President's Remarks 
Administrators' Remarks 
ACTION ITEMS: 
INFORMATION ITEMS: 
communications 
Committee Reports 
Adjournment 
1. Academic Affairs Committee Proposal 
for Approval of Curriculum for 
Professional Development Sequence in 
social Aspects of Aging 
2. Academic Affairs Committee Proposals 
for Approval of Curriculum Proposals 
a. Deletion of Industrial 
Accounting Sequence 
b. Change in Sequence Require-
ments for Consolidation of 
Three Sequences in Home Ec. 
c. Change in Sequence Require-
ments for Consolidation of 
Two Sequences in Home Econ. 
3. Approval of Appointment for 
Council for Teacher Education: 
Dr. Robert Baker, S.E.D. 
4. Replacement of Jason Camp on 
Executive Committee 
5. Change in January Academic Senate 
Meeting Date From January 29th to 
January 22nd 
NONE 
Meetings of the Academic Senate are open to members of the 
University community. Persons attending the meetings may 
participate in discussion with the consent of the Senate. 
Persons desiring to bring items to the attention of the 
Senate may do so by contacting any member of the Senate. 
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{XIII-26 
ACADEMIC SENATE MINUTES 
(Not Approved by the Academic Senate) 
November 6, 1991 Volume XXIII, No.6 
CALL TO ORDER 
Chairperson Schmaltz called the meeting of the Academic Senate 
to order at 7:10 p.m. in the Circus Room of the Bone Student 
Center. 
ROLL CALL 
Chairperson Len Schmaltz called the roll and declared a quorum 
present. 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF OCTOBER 23, 1991 
Corrections: 
Senator Zeidenstein: Page 7, top paragraph, top line should 
read: "tight" instead of "slight." 
Senator Walker: Page 2 of the appendix on ASPT Changes, third 
paragraph, (VIII. Tenure Policies, page 12, C. 2) wrong "includ-
ing" was stricken. The correct "including" to strike is in the 
fourth line preceding the word "publications." 
Motion to approve the Minutes of October 23, 1991 by Senator 
Razaki (Second, Stevens) carried on a voice vote. 
CHAIRPERSON'S REMARKS 
Chairperson Schmaltz had no remarks. 
VICE CHAIRPERSON'S REMARKS 
Vice Chairperson Engelhardt had no remarks. 
STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT'S REMARKS 
Student Body President Romney Ruder had an excused absence. 
ADMINISTRATORS' REMARKS 
President Wallace, Provost Strand, and Vice President for Busi-
ness and Finance Alexander had excused absences. 
Vice President for Student Affairs Wm. Gurowitz had no remarks. 
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XXIII-27 
5CXIII-28 
OCIII-29 
OCIII-30 
ACTION ITEMS 
1. Academic Affairs Committee Proposal for Approval of 
Curriculum for Professional Development Sequence in 
Social Aspects of Aging 
Motion by Senator Ritt (Second, Stearns) to approve the 
Curriculum Proposal for Professional Development Sequence in 
Social Aspects of Aging carried on a voice vote. 
2. Academic Affairs Committee Proposals for Approval of 
Curriculum Proposals 
a. Deletion of Industrial Accounting Sequence 
b. Change in Sequence Requirements for Consolidation 
of Three Sequences in Home Economics 
c. Change in Sequence Requirements for Consolidation of 
Two Sequences in Home Economics 
Motion by Senator Ritt (Second, Newgren) to approve the three 
curriculum proposals carried on a voice vote. 
Proposal b. for a Change in the Sequence Requirements for Con-
solidation of Three Seqences in Home Economics is a consolida-
tion of three sequences: Child Development and Family Relation-
ships, Consumer Services, and Teacher Education into one 
sequence: "Family, Consumer, and Educational Studies." 
Proposal c. for a Change in Sequence Requirements for Consolida-
tion of Two Sequences in Home Economics is a consolidation of 
two sequences: Fashion Merchandising and Fashion Design, into 
one sequence: "Apparel, Merchandising and Design." 
3. Approval of Appointment to Council for Teacher Education: 
Dr. Robert Baker, S.E.D. 
Motion by Senator Engelhardt (Lowery) to approve the appointment 
of Dr. Robert Baker, SED, to a 1993 term on the Council for 
Teacher Education carried on a voice vote. 
4. Replacement of Jason Camp on Executive Committee 
Motion by Senator Engelhardt (Second, Camp) to replace Jason Camp 
on the Executive Committee with student member, Todd Lowery, 
carried on a voice vote. 
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5. Change in January Academic Senate Meeting Date from 
January 29th to January 22nd 
XXIII-31 Motion by Senator Manns (Second, Newby) to change the January 
Academic Senate Meeting Date from January 29 to January 22, 1992, 
carried on a voice vote. (Executive Committee meeting will be 
moved back to January 13, 1992.) 
INFORMATION ITEMS: NONE 
COMMUNICATIONS 
Senator Walker: I have a question for the Rules Committee. 
Is the December 3rd deadline for replies concerning the Admin-
istrative Efficiency Report an imperative date? 
Senator Engelhardt: We would like replies from committees as 
soon as possible so that we can begin working on our report 
in January. However, it is not "imperative." 
COMMITTEE REPORTS 
Academic Affairs Committee - Senator Ritt had no report. 
Administrative Affairs Committee - Senator Comadena had no 
report. He called a short meeting following Academic Senate. 
Budget Committee - No report. 
Faculty Affairs Committee - Senator Paul Walker announced 
that the Faculty Affairs Committee had met briefly with the 
University Review Committee. In January or February Faculty 
Affairs Committee will be coming forward with major changes in 
the ASPT Document in January or February to the effect that we 
now have two merit classifications. It looks like what we will 
have will be three merit classifications or the choice of four 
as it relates to departments to make their own decisions. 
Senator Ritt: It was observed that the salary changes that 
took place in August did not go through the process of being 
reviewed by the Academic Senate in executive session. 
ASPT Policies, page 14, section X. A. 4., reads: 
"The Provost shall receive and consider recommendations 
from the DFSC, CFSC, and UAC, with consideration of the 
reports regarding merit appraisals and salary increases 
based on the requirements of X.B.4. and X.B.IO. A 
summary of these recommendations for salary, promotion, 
and tenure shall be submitted by the Provost to the 
4 
President of the University and to the faculty members of 
the Academic Senate in Executive Session. Final reports 
prepared for the Board of Regents shall be available in the 
Office of the President and in the Office of the Provost for 
forty-eight hours prior to the Executive Session for the 
faculty members of the Academic Senate. Faculty members 
of the Academic Senate may present suggestions or comments 
in writing to the President. There shall be no discussion 
of individual faculty members during the Executive session, 
only written comments given to the President prior to the 
Academic Senate meeting." 
I think that the way the rules are set up, those salary increases 
should have been reviewed. 
Senator Walker: The Faculty Affairs Committee has asked the 
University Review Committee about whether or not those salary 
adjustments were in line with the ASPT Document. 
Senator Ritt: My questions is this. Whether or not they were 
in line with the ASPT Document, I believe there is a requirement 
that they be reviewed by the Academic Senate in Executive Ses-
sion. There is nothing in the Constitution that says that only 
ASPT controlled funds are to be reviewed. It says: nA summary 
of these recommendations for salary, promotion, and tenure shall 
be submitted by the Provost to the President of the University 
and to the faculty members of the Academic Senate in Executive 
Session. n 
This might have been something which was overlooked, since it was 
not money which normally is allocated according to the ASPT 
process, it might have been believed by some that salary in-
creases were not to be reviewed by the Senate. I think that 
properly it should have been reviewed by the Senate. 
Senator Walker: What if the Faculty Affairs Committee finds 
that is the case, should we recommend anything to the Senate? 
Senator Ritt: I think that it is 
after the damage has taken place. 
similar situations will not arise 
should be called to the attention 
Provost. 
a question of locking doors 
One cannot be sure that 
in the future. I think it 
of the President and the 
Senator Walker: If it is indeed true, then a letter of recom-
mendation could be drafted to them. When Faculty Affairs 
Committee brings its report forward, we will consider that. 
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XXIII-32 
Rules committee - Senator Rob Engelhardt reported. that the 
Rules committee would meet briefly after Academic Senate. 
Student Affairs committee - Senator Heather Manns had no 
report. 
Adjournment 
Motion by Walker (Second, Hopkins) to adjourn carried on a voice 
vote. Academic Senate adjourned at 7:30 p.m. 
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FOR THE ACADEMIC SENATE 
JAN COOK, SECRETARY 
Date: 11/6/91 OGlu.e 10. XXIII 10. 6 
~t£ ~1C£ ~(£ . 
fJUJll£ AttEN- IlCt19 ICtlm ICtlCN ICtlM ICtlCN l~tlCN IlCtlM II ~ 
J>MC£ , , , , , , , 
~illAMS P XXIII-26 X 
AL.I<:XAN IEK EXCUtl.EU XXIII-27 X 
BAER P XXIII-28 x 
BUCEY EXCUSED XXIII-L~ x 
CAMP P XXlII-jU x 
COLLIER EXCUSED XXIII-31 X 
COMADENA P XXIII-32 X 
CUUK l' 
UEKLJUSSE P 
ENGELHARDT P 
FRYDA EXCUSED 
GUROWITZ P 
HALL P 
HESSE EXCUSED 
HOPKINS P 
HULIT P 
LOWERY P 
MANNS P 
MAZARELLO P ~ 
. MECKS'lKUlll P 
Nt;L~t;N t;XCU~t;U 
NEWBY P 
Nt;WliKt;N 1:' 
NEWGREN P 
T\lICHOLAS EXCUSED 
GREN P 
PARR EXCUSED 
1'lTUCCU p 
POMERENKE P 
RAZAKI P 
I RITT P 
RUDER EXCUSED 
, RUMERY P 
SADEGHIAN P 
SCHMALTZ P 
tlHIMKUS P 
~Tt;AKNtl l' 
tlTENliEK P 
S'lt;V ENtl Y 
~lKANU, U t;XCUtlEU 
tlTKANU, K P 
1 .ll"llVIU1'l ~ 1:' 
TUUHY P 
1 U lILt; t;XCUtlEU 
WALKER P 
WALLAr:R EXCUSED 
Wtl.LTACKE P 
Wtl.llt; P 
lVU1~u EXCUSED 
ZE.llt;N~TEl f'J P 
/Lt;LINtlKl EXCUSED 
ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY 
University Curriculum Committee 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: 
FROM: 
SUBJECr: 
DAlE: 
Leonard Schmaltz 
Betsy DrillOntD 
Academic Senate Sequence Approval 
August 29, 1991 
Enclosed you will find the following three proposals: 
A (2 It j) EM I C 
"'1 ft\~S 
ACCOUNTING Delete Industrial Accounting . Sequence 
HOME ECONOMICS 
HOME ECONOMICS 
Change in Sequence Requirements 
Consolidation of Three Sequences 
Change in Sequence Requirements 
Consolidation of Two Sequences 
These have each been approved by the University Currilculum Committee 
and need final approval from the Academic Senate Committee. Please 
notify me when approval has been reached. Thank you. 
Enclosures 
c: Eric BehrlUCC Chair 
Phone: 309/438-7049 
308 Hovey Hall 
/ 
UNIVERSITY CURRICULUM COMMITTEE COVER. SHEET 
For All Proposals for Program Change 
1988-1989 
liP 9- 1991 
UNDERGRADUATE ONLY ACCOUNTING 10(28(90 
Date Department 
A. Summary of proposed action (see Part B). including title of new program. 
and ~ catalog copy for a new or altered program. (See catalog for 
format and examples.) Provide a summary of the changes. 
Delete the Industrial Accounting Sequence 
(SEE ATIACHED RATIONALE) 
. B. Proposed Action (More than one item may be checked) 
c. 
New--see instructions for submission of new program~ (see V. pp. 9-10) 
---- Change in requirements for major 
---- Change in requirements for minor (See V.I. d. p.9) 
-- Change in requirements for sequence ' 
X Other program revisions 
College Curr. 
College Dean _~~lIoI!::.z:.:~~-+""".....s..I::di/i:~=:;"' ______ _ 
Teacher Education Councll -=:-_____________ _ 
(if· required. see III. p.S) 
-. University Curriculum Committee ___________ _ 
.. Approved as submitted 
---Approved with modifications 
---Not. approved 
Date /~ 
Date I. 1) 
Date III "1-90 
Date 
----
Date 
----
D. Please submit 20 copies to . the University Curriculum Committee 
/ 
APPENDIX B 
ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS 
UNDERGRADUATE CURRICULUM COMMITTEE· 
EVIDENCE OF FACULTY SUPPORT FOR PROP.OSED CURRICULUM CHANGES 
A factor the College of Business Undergraduate Curriculum Coamittee 
. considers in deciding whe~hertoapprove a proposed curriculum change 
is whether· .the. proposal enjoys the 1nformed support of the faculty 
orig·inat1ng the proposal. Please answer the questions shown below, 
and attach this document behind the UCC's cover-sheet form~ This form 
will not be forwarded to the University Curriculum Cmittee. 
1. Has ·the proposed curriculum change been discussed in a departmen-
tal faculty meeting? (If no,please explain.) . 
Yes .-
2. Has the faculty been polled as to whether they approve or d1sap- . 
prove of the proposal? (If no, please explain.) 
Yes 
3. If. a poll .was taken, please sunmar1ze its results below: 
For the proposal . 11 
Against the proposal 1 
Abstaining 0 
Not voting 8 
20 
. TOTAL : •••• = 
(If a majority of the polled faculty are not in favor of · the proposal, 
please explain.) . 
... ';; ..• .. 
PROGRAM TO BE DELETED 
Industrial Accounting Sequence 
Required Courses 
Acc 
Acc 
Acc 
Acc 
Acc 
Acc 
Acc 
BEA 
FAL 
FAL 
FAL 
IT 
IT 
IT 
MKT 
MQM 
MQM 
MQM 
MQM 
MQM 
COM 
COM 
ECO 
ECO 
MAT 
-..... ;. ..• 
131, Elementary Accounting I 
132, Elementary Accounting II 
166, Introduction to Business Information Systems 
230, Managerial Accounting 
231, Intermediate Accounting I 
232, Intermediate Accounting II 
332, Advanced Managerial Accounting 
240, Report Writing for Business 
208, Legal Environment for Business 
240, Business Finance 
341, Capital Investment Decision Making 
192, Introduction to Manufacturing Management 
233, Machine Tool Technology 
292 or 331, Materials Technology 
230, Introduction to Marketing Management 
100, Business and Economic Statistics 
220, Business Organization and Management 
227 or IT 311, Production Management 
327, Operations Management 
385, Problems in Business 
110, Fundamentals of Speech Communication 
123, Interpersonal Communication 
101, Principles of Microeconomics 
102, Principles of Macroeconomics 
121 or 145, Intro. to Calculus, Business and Social 
Sciences 
PROGRAM DELETION REQUEST 
1. Institution: Illinois state University 
2. Responsible Department: Accounting 
3. Program Title: Industrial Accounting Sequence 
4. CIPS Classification: 
5. Anticipated Date of Implementation: Fall 1991 
6. Rationale: 
There are three reasons for eliminating the Industrial 
Accounting Sequence: the need to meet American Assembly of 
Collegiate Schools of Business [AACSB] curriculum standards, 
the small number of majors in the program, and the existence 
of other alternatives for students. 
The most compelling reason is that the Industrial Accounting 
Sequence does not meet the accounting common body of 
knowledge that is needed for separate [AACSB] accounting 
accreditation. Specifically, this sequence does not require 
students to take a course in auditing or taxation. The 
AACSB Standards and Guidelines requires all graduates of an 
accounting program to have five specific areas of accounting 
including these two areas of auditing· and taxation. 
The small size of the program further supports this 
decision. Since this program was created in 1983, only six 
students have graduated. currently, three students are 
perusing this option. All of these students, how.ever, are 
presently following financial accounting sequence course 
requirements. According to the department academic 
advisor, all three students are planning to change sequences 
but have not yet initiated. the formal paperwork to do so. 
Finally, there are other~ better options for College of 
Business students wishing to prepare for a career in 
accounting. The Financial Accounting sequence is a healthy 
program that meets the accounting common body of knowledge 
required by the accrediting agency AACSB. 
7. Arrangements To Be Made for Program Faculty and Students: 
since there are no courses unique to this program in the 
Department of Accounting, there is no impact on staffing. 
No new students will be admitted to the sequence beginning 
Fall, 1991. Those three students who have shown an interest 
in the Industrial Accounting Sequence will be encouraged to 
pursue the Financial Accounting Sequence by officially 
changing their declared sequence from Industrial Accounting 
to Financial Accounting. 
8. Anticipated Impact on Other Campus Programs: 
Since there are no students currently pursuing this 
sequence there will be no impact on other programs. 
9. Anticipated Budgetary Effects: None 
Additional Information 
10. Results of the Faculty Straw Poll: 
In favor of disestablishing the 
Industrial Accounting Sequence 11 
In favor of retaining the Industrial 
Accounting Sequence 1 
Not voting [i.e. did not return a ballot] ~ 
Total 20 
[killprog/wpSO/tdl 
[ccindacc!~?81 . 
TO: 
FROM: 
DATE: 
MEMORANDUM 
Dean Robert Jefferson 
College of Business ~ 
Gary L. Fish V\- U 
Department of Accounting 
November 6, 1990 
Office 309/438-5259 
RE: curriculum proposal to delete the Industrial Accounting 
Sequence 
Attached is the proposal to delete the Industrial Accounting 
Sequence. I would suggest that you sign this proposal and 
forward to the University curriculum Committee. 
This proposal was approved by the College Curriculum Committee 
with the understanding that a memo would be obtained from the 
Chair of the Industrial Technology Department who is Dr. Franzie 
Loepp. The objective of the memo would be to have in writing 
that the IT Department is aware of our proposal and do not object 
to the deletion of the Industrial Accounting Sequence. I called 
Dr. Loepp today and informed him of our proposal. He indicated 
that he would support the proposal to delete and would send a 
memo to me immediately to that effect. I will forward the memo 
to the appropriate committee with a copy to you immediately on 
receipt. 
Thank you for your attention for prompt action. 
GLF/jl 
Attachment 
[Cover memo only] 
cc: Dean Roger Potter 
Dr. Stan Jenne 
Dr. Max Rexroad 
Dr. Tim Duffy 
Dr. Malcolm McClure 
D~. Franzie Loepp 
cclTcov.N06 
UNIVERSITY aJRRICUIl.JM cn1MITI'EE OOVER SHEEr 
For All Proposals for Program Change 
1990-91 
UNDERGRADUATE ONLY Home Economics 11-90 
Department Date 
SEP 9- 1991 
A. SUmmary of proposed action (see Part B), including title of new 
program, and exact catalog copy for a new or altered program. 
(See catalog for fOI1IlClt and examples.) Provide a summary of the 
changes. 
The Home Economics Department pro!XJSe5 to combine three existing 
sequences of study (Child Developnent and Family Relationship:;, 
Consumer services, and Home Economics Education) into one sequence 
of study to be called Family, Consumer, & Etiucational studies. 
Attached pages provide a rationale for such action, clarification 
of the specific changes involved in such a merger, and exact 
catalog copy for the new program. 
B. Proposed Action (More than one i tern may be checked) 
__ New-see instructions for sutmission of new program. (See 
V, pp. 7-8) 
__ Olange in requirements for major 
__ Change in requirements for minor (See V, 1, d, p. 7) 
X Change in requirements for sequence 
X other program revisions: Consolidation of three sequences. 
C. Routing and Action SUmmary 
Dept. Chair Date 
---------------------------------- --------
College CUrr. Connn. Chair Date 
--------------------- --------
College Dean ____________________________ Date _____ __ 
Teacher Etlucation council __ .,.--___________ Date _____ __ 
(if required, see III, p. 3 ) 
urn versity CUrriculum Committee ________________ Date _____ __ 
Approved as subnitted 
--- Approved with lIlJdifications 
__ Not approved 
D. Please subnit 20 copies to the University OJrriculum Committee. 
Institution: 
Illinois state University 
Resp:msible Department: 
Home Economics 
Program Title: 
Home Economics 
REGIS Classification: 
19.0101 
Sequence Name Changes: 
Existing names- 1. auld Developnent and Family Relationshir:s 
2. Consumer Services 
3. - Teacher Frlucation 
Proposed name - Family, Consumer, and Educational studies 
Rationale for Prop::sal: 
Merging the auld Development and Family Relationshir:s, Consumer Services, 
and Home Economics Education sequences into one sequence called Family, 
Consumer, and Educational studies will save to accomplish the following: 
(1) Provide students who enroll in the sequence with a nore 
comprehensive conception of instructional, consumer, and 
enabling savices for individuals and families. 
( 2) Provide students with increased exposure to and understand-
ing of methodological and theoretical frameworks comm:m to 
the disciplines of dlild developoent and family relation-
shir:s, consumer services, and home economics education. 
(3) Increase career opportunities for graduates by providing 
students with broadened exposure to Halle Economics content 
areas. 
( 4 ) Enhance the environment for research collal:x>ration anong 
faculty members of the sequences to be merged. 
(5) Fulfill a recent Program Review recc.tTllnel'X1ation to reduce 
the number of sequences offered within the Home Economics 
Department. 
1 
Anticipated Date of Implementation: 
Fall semester of 1992. 
Specific Changes Involved: 
(1) Merged three separate sequences (auld Developnent and Family 
Relationship;, Consumer Services, and Teacher Education) into 
one sequence. Named the newly fonned sequence: Family, 
Consumer, and Educational studies. 
(2) Increased the total hours required for majors in this new 
sequence (as compared to separate sequences before the merger). 
Specifically, students specializing in human developnent or 
family relationship; will be required to take the same 15 core 
hours, 45 sequence hours as oPrOSed to 39 hours previously, 
and the same 9 general education hours. '!his totals 69 hours 
compared to a previous 63 hours. students specializing in 
consumer services will be required to take the same 15 core 
hours, 45 sequence hours as o~ to 21 hours previously, 
and 15 general education hours as opp::>Sed to 12 hours previously. 
'!his totals 75 hours c:x:m1pared to a previous 57 hours. students 
specializing in teacher education will be required to take the 
same 15 core hours, 57 sequence hours as opposed to 58 or nore 
hours previously, and 48 general education hours as opposed to 
16-18 hours previously. '!his totals 120 hours compared to a 
previous 89 hours. 
( 3 ) While the required ''hone economics core" comprised of HEC 100, 
101, 102, 103, 104, 200, and 300 remained the same, a new 
"sequence core" comprised of HEX:: 226, 231, 232, 233, 244, 310, 
and 333 was developed. 
(4) Eliminated two options (Options B and C) which existed for 
students enrolled in the former Teacher Education sequence. 
Allowed students to choose to specialize in one of four options: 
Human Developnent (rather than auld Developnent), Family 
Relationships, Consumer Sel:vices, or Teacher FJjucation. 
( 5) For students choosing the Human Developnent Option: 
--HEC 226, 232, 233, 244, and 333 are new requirements. 
--HEC 398 will be required for 3 hours rather than 6 hours. 
--HEC 212 and 305 are added to the choices a student can 
select fram in order to fulfill sequence hours. 
--SED 109 is no longer a specific requirement. A student 
may select it to fulfill sequence hours. 
~ aCCOllutcda.te the merger, additional uni versi ty studies 
or general electives have been recommended. 
-N::.S 150 or 155 is a required US. 
2 
(6) For students choosing the Family Relationships Option: 
--I-IB:: 226, 232, 233, 244, and 333 are ne\.j requirements. 
--I-IB:: 250 and SED 109 are no longer specific requirements. 
'They are added to the choices a student can select from 
in order to fulfill sequence hours. 
-I-IB:: 308 is no longer a requirement. 
-I-IB:: 212 has been added to the choices a student can select 
from in order to fulfill sequence hours. 
-I-IB:: 305 and SED 362 have been added as new requirements. 
-I-IB:: 398 will be required for 3 hours rather than 6 hours. 
--To aCCOIl1llOdate the merger, additional Uni versi ty Studies 
or general electives have been reconunended. 
--ACS ISO or ISS is a required US. 
(7) For students choosing the Consumer Service Option: 
-I-IB:: 226 and 231 are new requirements. 
-I-IB:: 310 and 244 are new requirements rather than choices 
a student would select from in order to fulfill sequence 
hours. 
-I-IB:: 343 is a new requirement. 
-HEX:: 305 has been addErl to the choices a student can select 
from in order to fulfill sequence hours. 
-BFA 100 is a newly requirErl US. 
-ACS 150 or 155 is a required US. 
--To aCXXJItatOOate the merger, additional University studies 
or general electives have been recormnended. 
(8) For students choosing the Teacher Education Option: 
-As a result of new state Board of Frlucation changes, 
seven subject matter area endorsenw:mts will exist instead 
of six. 
-Titles of subject matter endorsenw:mts have been renamed 
to coordinate with new state Board of Fducatin changes. 
-HEC 226, 231, 232, 233, 244, 310 and 333 are requirements 
rather than choices to select fram in order to fulfill 
sequence hours. 
-All erxiorsement requirements are achievErl solely through 
Home Economics c::x:>UrSes. 'Thus, PSY 220, 247, 303, 347 and 
ARI' 103 are not offerErl as means to accumulate needErl 
sequence hours. 
-HEX:: 380 is no longer required. 
-HEX:: 327 has been addErl to the choices fram which a student 
can select in order to fulfill sequence hours and attain 
a Fashion and Clothing Services endorsement. 
-urn versity studies requirements have been changed and 
expanded to meet new state Board of Education General 
Education certification requirements. 
-ACS 150 or 155 is a required US. 
3 
Board of Reg cs Chancellor's Office 
TABLE 2 
Format to be used when adding subdivisions to a major in which there 
are pre-existing subdivisions -- attachment to request for approval. 
(Idontify each course by Course Number, Course Title & Hours. 
Asterisk all new courses.) 
Existing SubdivisioDs New Subdivision 
CORE COURSES (Required 
of all program majors) 
Child Devel. & 
Family Rel. 
Subtotal 
Core Hours 
15 
REQUIRED SPECIALIZED 
COURSES 
Subtotal 
Specialized Hours 
ELECTIVE COURSES 
Subtotal 
39 
Elective Hours _____ _ 
Univ. Studies 9 
Total Program Hours 63 
CORE COURSES (Required 
of all program majors) 
Co{) n sum e r S e r V • Hom e E c .. Ed u c . 
Subtotal 
Core Hours 
15 
REQUIRED SPECIALIZED 
COURSES 
Subtotal 
Specialized Hours _2_1 ____ _ 
ELECTIVE COURSES 
Subtotal 
Elective Hours 
Univ. Studies 12 
Total Program Hours ~5~7~ __ 
15 
58 
16-18 
89 
CORE COURSES (Required 
of all program majors) 
Subtotal 
Core Hours 
15 
~ 
REQUIRED SPECIALIZED 
COURSES 
Subtotal 
Specialized Hours 45 - 57 
ELECTIVE COURSES 
Subtotal 
Elective Hours 
Univ. Studies 9-48 
Total Program !lours 69- 120 
Ol/OS/ WI 
Arrangements to be Made for Program Faculty and Students: 
(1) Development of new advisement student guide sheets outlining 
requirements . 
(2) Enrollment figures for HEC 226 and 244 are likely to increase 
each by an estimated 10 students per semester offered. Faculty 
members involved in the teaching of these course, as well as 
the department chairperson, do not foresee this increase to be 
problematic. 
(3) Once new sequence is in place, the faculty directly involved 
will need to meet regularly to assess the overall implementation 
of new sequence requirements. 
Anticipated Impact 2!l other carnp..1S Prograns: 
Minor fluctuations in various course enrollments may be experienced 
by other departments across the uni versi ty . 
Anticipated BudgetaIy Effect: 
No major tudgetary effect is anticipated. 
5 
Exact Catalog ~ Prop?Sed: 
Family, CD'saer, am Mraticnal. stuties ~: 
-- 69-120 hrs req, including 9-48 hrs. in university studies. 
- 15 hr Core: !iff: 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 200, 300 
--- 45-57 hr sequence: BEe 226, 231, 232, 233, 244, 310, 333, and option 
A, B, C, or D that follows. A. Human Development: HEC 250, 307, 308, 
309, 398 (3hrs); SAS 323; and 6 hrs from !iff: 212, 304, 305, 314, 394; 
SAS 123 or PSY 123; SED 109. B • Family Relationshi};:S: HEC 305', 307, 
309, 398 (3hrs); SAS 323; SED 362; and 6 hrs from !iff: 212, 250, 304, 
394; C&I 312; SAS 123 or PSY 123; SAS 262; SED 109. C. Consumer 
Services: !iff: 331, 343, 398 (3hrs); COM 165 or ENG 249; MKT 230; and 
9 hrs from !iff: 213, 216 or 311, 225, 320. D. Teacher Education: 
!iff: 203 and 382. Part of the endorsement program leading to 
certification by the state of Illinois for teaching home economics 
courses grades 6-12. Four endorsements are obtained through required 
department core and sequence courses: 1) Interpersonal & Family 
Relationshi};:S and Parenting, 2) Consumer Education and Resource 
Management, 3) Interior Furnishings ServicesjLi ving Envirornnents, and 
4) Institutional and Home Management. Select a mi.niInum of 5 hours to 
complete one or nore adell tional endorsements: 5) Child and Day care 
Services 3-5 hours fram BEe 250, 307, 308, 314, or 394. 6) Food and 
Nutrition Services 5 hours fram 113, 213, 316, 318, or 319. 
7) Fashion and Clothing Services 3-5 hours from !iff: 122 or 220, 
225, 228, 229, 323, 327, 361, or 368. Twenty-four hrs. Professional 
Education from PSY 215: C&I 200 (8 hrs), or C&I 200.01 and 200.02 
and 200.03 and 200.04, or C&I 200.03 and 216 and SED 218: EAr 228 
or 231 or 235: srr 399. See Teacher Education Admission-Retention 
ProgLdIn found in University-wide Teacher Education Program 
Requirements for admission and retention standards. Also see 
Home Ecxmomics Selective Admission-Retention Policy section of 
this catalog. 
- 9-48 hrs University studies: ACS 150 or 155 (US VII): and A, B, C, 
or D corresponding to option chosen al:x>ve. A. Human Developnent-
BIO 170 (US III): PSY 111 (US V). B. Family Relationship:;-
BIO 170 (US III): PSY 111 (US V). C. Consumer Services-aiE 104 
(US III); EXX) 100 and EXX> 101 (US V): BFA 100 (US VII). D. Teacher 
Education: ENG 145 (US I), CD1 110 (US I); HIS 135 (US II) or 
136 (US II), any US II ENG course, any remaining US II course; 
ESC 181 (US III), CHE 110 (US III) & 112 (US III): ~ 105 (US IV) 
or 120 (US IV) or 121 (US IV) or 145 (US IV) or 151 (US IV): 
POS 105 (US V), PSY 111 (US V), any other US V course except AGR 
110; any US VI cx::nJrSe from l>Rr, IDS, MUS, or '!HE: HSC 100 or 155 or 
171 (US VII): any US VIII course from l>Rr, ENG, HIS, MUS, PHIL, or 
'!HE. 'Ihese courses satisfy the Illinois State Board of Education I s 
General Education Certification requirements. 
- Recommended University Studies or general electives: N:S 140; 
BFA 101, 140, 240: COM 123, 162, 163, 223; ENG 145: MAT 120: 
~. 231: POS 232: PSY 112; SAS 106, 211. 
6 
B2for-=- merger 
Child [)e'elopment and Famil~ Relationships Sequence: 
- 6 ~ hr~ req. including 9 hrs in Universitv Studies. 
- I~ hr Core: HEC 100 . 101. 102, 103 , 104.200,300. 
-:;q hr Sequence HEC 231 . 250, 307. 308. 309, 310. 398 
(: co n,~cuti\'e semesters. 3 hrs each); SAS 323; SED 
109 : 9 hrs from A or B following . A. Child Develop-
ment HEC 3~, 314 , 333 . 394; SAS 123 or PSY 123. B. 
Family Relationships: C&! 312; HEC 333. 393 (Familv 
Conflict Resolution), 394; SAS 123 or PSY 123; SAS 
262. 
- 9 hrs L'niversity Studies: ACS 155 (US VII) ; BSC 170 
(US III) ; PSY 111 (US V) . 
- Recommended University Studies or general electives: 
C&! 110; PSY 112; SAS 106. 
Consumer Sen-ices Sequence: 
- 57 hrs req , including 12 hrs in Universitv Studies. 
- 15 hr Core : HEC 100, 101, 102, 103, 104,200,300. 
- 21 hr Sequence: COM 165 or ENG 249; HEC 232, 233. 
331. 333. 398 (3 hrs) ; MKT 230. 
- 9 additional hrs from : HEC 213, 216 or 3i 1. 225. 244, 
310. 320. 
- 12 hrs University Studies: ACS 155 (US VII); CHE 104 
(US Ill); ECO 101 (US V), 102 (US V) , . 
- Recommended University Studies or general electives: 
ACS 140; SEA 101, 140,240; COM 123, 162, 163,223; 
ENG 145; MAT 120; MKT 231; POS 232. 
- A minor in Business Administration or Public Relations 
is highly recommended. 
Teacher Education Sequence: 
- 89 hrs req. including Professional Education require-
ments and 16 to 18 hrs in Universit\· Studies 
- Part of the entitlement program leading to c~rtification 
by the State of Illinois for teaching home economic.; 
courses in grades 6-12. See Teacher -Euucation Admls: 
slon Retention Program found in Un iversit\ -wiue 
Teacher Education Program Requirements for ~dmis· 
slOn and retention standards . Also see Home Econom-
ic<; Selective Admission-Retention Polic" seelion of this 
catalol!. . 
- IS hr Core: HEC 100. 101. 102. 103. 104.200.300. 
- 34 or more hr Sequence: HEC 203 and A or B or C 
below. A . HEC 380. 382; and 6 hrs in each of 4 out of 6 
areas listed below (group titles based on state require-
ments): I) Human Development HEC 250. 307 . 308 . 
314 ; PSY 247 or 303 or 347. 2) Interpersonal and Famih' 
Relations HEC 231. 309. 310; PSY 220. 3) Consume'r 
~.ducation and Home Management HEC 232 . 233, 331. 
",,3 . 4) Food and Nutrition HEC 113. 213.311, 313. 
316 , 318. 319 , 5) Housing. Home Furnishinl!s and 
Equipment HEC 218. 244, 340, 343; ART r03. 6) 
~Iothing and Textiles HEC 220,225.226 . 323.361 . 368. 
369. B. HEC 320 or 333 : and 6 hrs in each of 2 groups 
fro~ I to 6 above; plus a minor or second major. C. 9 
hrs In Human Development and 6 hrs in Interpersonal 
and FamIly Relations plus a minor in Early Childhood 
Education. To qualify for endorsements to teach in 
Early Childhood Education minor . student should con-
sult with adviser. 
- 16 to 18 hrs University Studies: COM 110 (US I); HIS 
135 (US II) or 136 (US II) or 137 (US II) or POS 105 
(US V); PSY 111 (US V); ACS 155 (US VII); BSC 181 
(US Ill) or CHE 104 (US III) or 110 (US Ill); 3 hrs 
from SSC 181 (US III). SSC 182 (US III). HPR 1 \3 
(US VII). HPR 122 (US VI), HPR 122.02 (US VI). 
HPR 123 (US VI). HPR 123.02 (US VI) . HPR 180 (US 
VII) . HSC 100 (US VII). HSC 155 (US VII). HSC 194 
(US VII). HSC 196 (US VII) . IT 171(US VII) , 
- 24 hrs ProfeSSional Education : PSY 215; C&I 200 (8 
hrs). or C&I 200 .01 and 200.02 and 200.03 and 200.04 . 
or C&! 200 .03 and 216 and SED 218 ; EAF 228 or 231 or 
235; STT 399. 
After merg~!: 
F'amily, ~, ard B:i.Jc:atioml St:Ldies ~: 
___ ,,"-l :l' hrs reg, including 9-48 hrs. ln c'niver.;it::y St.ud ies , 
___ E t'>.:.- Core : Hn:: 100, 101 , 102, 103 , l O ~, 200, 300 
45- ~7 hr Sequence : Hn:: 226, 231, 232, 233, 244, 310, 333, and opti on 
A, B, C, or 0 that foll~s. A. Human sevelopment.: HEC 250 , 307 , 308 , 
309, 398 (3hrs ); SAS 32 3; and 6 hrs fron HEC 212, 304, 305 , 314 , 394; 
SAS 123 or PSY 123; Sill 109. B. Fa'Oi l y RelationshilE: HEC 305 , 307, 
309, 398 (3hrs ); SAS 323 ; Sill 362; and 6 hrs fr~ HEC 212, 250, 304, 
394 ; C&I 312 ; SAS 123 or PSY 123; SAS : 62; Sill 109 . C. consumer 
Services: HEC 331, 343, 398 (3hrs ) ; COM 165 or ENG 249 ; MKT 230 ; and 
9 hrs from HEC 213, 216 or 311, 225 , 320 . D. Teacher Education : 
'7 
HEC 203 ard 382. Part of the erdorseme.'1t:: progran leading to 
certification by the State of Illinois for teaching home economics 
=urses grades 6-12, Four endorsements are obtained tltrough required 
depart:ment =re ard sequence courses: 1) InterperSOnal & Family 
Relationships and Parenting, 2) Consumer Education and Resource 
Management , 3) Interior FUrnis11in9s Se.."VicesjLi.ving Environments, and 
4) Institutional ard Home Management , Select a miniJrum of 5 hours to 
=mplete one or lI'Ore additional erdorsements: 5 ) Olild and Day care 
Services 3-5 hours from HEC 250, 307 , 308, 314, or 394. 6) Food ard 
Nutrition Services 5 hours from 113 , 213, 316, 318, or 319. 
7) Fashion ard Clothing Services 3-5 hours from HEC 122 or 220 , 
225, 228, 229, 323, 327, 361, or 368. TWenty-four hrs . Professional 
Education from psy 215; C&I 200 (8 hrs ) , or C&I 200_01 and 200 .02 
ard 200.03 ard 200 . 04, or C&I 200.03 and 216 and Sill 218 ; EAr 228 
or 231 or 235; SIT 399. See Teacher El:lucation Admission-Retention 
Prcqram fcurd in University_ide Teacher Education PrograIII 
Requirements for admission ard retention stan:lards. Also see 
Home EconOmics Selective Admission-Retention Policy section of 
this catalog. 
_ 9-48 hrs University studies : N::s 150 or 155 (US VII) ; ard A, B, e, 
or D =rresponding to option d10sen al::ove. A. HUman oevelopnent-
BIO 170 (US III); PSY 111 (US V) _ B. Family Relationships-
BIO 170 (US III); PSY 111 (US V). c . consumer Services-aiE 104 
(US Ill); ax> 100 ard ax> 101 .(US V); SEA 100 (US VII). D. TeaCher 
Education: EN:; 145 (US I), a:M 110 (US I); inS 135 (US II) or 
136 (US II), arrj US II EN:; c:curse, arrj remaining US II c:curse; 
BSC 181 (US III), 0iE 110 (US III) & 112 (US III); MAT 105 (US IV) 
or 120 (US IV) or 121 (US IV) or 145 (US IV) or 151 (US IV); 
FOS 105 (US V), PSY III (US V), any ather US V course except />GI. 
110; arrj US VI .c:curse fran M{r, IDS, MUS, or '!HE; HSC 100 or 155 or 
171 (US VII); arry US VIII c:curse fr= MIT, EN:i, inS, MUS, PHIL, or 
'!HE. 'lbese courses satisfy the Illinois state Board of El:lucation's 
General ruucation certification requirements. 
_ Rec:x:lItInen:i university studies or general electives: N::s 140; 
BEA 101, 140, 240; COM 123, 162, 163, 223; EN:; 145; MAT 120; 
MKT 231; FOS 232; PSY 112; SAS 106, 211 . 
For both before and after 
Selective Admission-Retention Policy for the 
Teacher Education Option 
in Home Economics 
Selective Admission: All home economics education stu-
dents planning to become certified teachers must apply for 
and be admitted to the Universitv's Teacher Education 
Program (see Teacher Education' Admission-Retention 
Program section of this catalog). Upon applying for admis-
sion a home economics student must have verified the 
following: 
1. A minimum GPA of 2,5 overall and in all Home 
Economics courses including Professional Education 
courses. 
2. A positive recommendati<lll for Admission III T~ adlcr 
Education by all Home Ec,lnomies (acult\· . Sc~ d~r'lft · 
mental adviser for pnxedure. 
. 3. An interview with the l .. hm1e Economic~ Education 
CoordinalOr. 
4. Completion of HEC Ilkl. 
Selecti"e Retention: In order to recei\c departmellt:ti a r · 
proval for a student teachinl! assignment the stuuent mu , t 
verify the following : ~-
I . Maintain a GPA of 2.5 in all courses and in all H,'me 
Economics courses incluu ing Profes~ i onal Edu';;III')1l 
courses. 
2. Completio n of home economics coursc::s IllO. 101 . ](J:. 
103. 10 .. . 200 . 300; or the equi\'akrll felr transler 
students . 
ACS 140 
ACS 150 
ACS 155 
ART' 103 
BFA 100 
BFA 101 
BFA 140 
BFA 240 
BIO 170 
ESC 181 
ESC 182 
CXXJRSES INVOLVED IN THESE PROFDSED CHANGES 
in alpha-numeric order 
INTRODUcrION 'ID THE ro1PUI'ER YDRID 
USING MIc::RCXXMPUI'ER PRODUCTIVITY 'I'(X)IS 
INTRODUCI'ION 'ID MICRCX.:.'CMPUI'E 
VISUAL ELEMENTS 
BUSINESS AND ITS ENVIRONMENT 
BUSINESS ~CATIONS 
REPORI' WRITING FOR BUSINESS 
GENErICS AND SCX:::IEI'Y 
HUMAN PHYSIOU:X:;Y AND ANA'KMY I 
HUMAN PHYSIOU:X:;Y AND ANATCI1Y II 
C&I 200 PROFESSIONAL S~CE 
C&I 200.01 SEX::DNIlARY EDUCATION 
C&I 200.02 S~Y ELUCATION 
C&I 200.03 
C&I 200. 04 S~ SCliOOL READING 
C&I 216 SEn>NDARY EDUCATION 
C&I 312 ~ FIElD EXPERIENCE 
CHE 104 
CHE 110 
CHE 112 
a:::M 110 
o::M 123 
cx::M 162 
o::M 163 
cx::M 165 
CXlJI 223 
FAF 228 
FAF 231 
FAF 235 
EXX) 100 
EXX) 101 
ENG 101 
ENG 145 
ENG 249 
HEX:: 100 
HEX:: 101 
HEX:: 102 
CHEMISIRY OF LIFE 
~AI.S OF OIEMISIRY 
FtJNI:lAMENrAL CHEMISIRY I.AOORA'roRY 
~ OF SPEEX:H a:t1MUNICATION 
INTERPERSONAL a:MMUNICATION 
RADIO PRODUCl'ION 
TELEVISION PROOOCl'ION 
REPORl'ING I 
SMl>.LL GRa.JP PROCESSES 
SCX:::IAL RXJNDATIONS 
INTRODUCI'ION 'ID mIlDPOSHY OF EDUCATION 
HIS'IORICAL ~ONS 
PRINCIPLES OF EXX'INCMICS I 
PRINCIPLES OF EX:X:N:MICS II 
I.ANGUM;E AND <:x::MroSITION I 
IANGU1GE AND a:HUSITION II 
TEX:liNICAL WRITING I 
INIROOOCI'ION 'ID HCME ~CS 
HUMAN AND FAMILY DE.VEI..OfMENT 
NUIRITION m '!HE LIFESPAN 
8 
HEC 103 
HEC 104 
HEC 113 
. HEC 122 
HEC 200 
HEC 203 
HEX:: 212 
HEX:: 213 
HEC 216 
HEC 218 
HEX:: 220 
HEC 225 
HEC 226 
HEC 228 
HEC 229 
HEC 231 
HEC 232 
HEC 233 
HEC 244 
HEC 248 
HEC 250 
HEC 300 
HEC 304 
HEC 305 
HEC 307 
HEC 308 
HEC 309 
HEC 310 
HEC 311 
HEC 313 
HEC 314 
HEC 316 
HEC 318 
HEC 319 
HEC 320 
HEC 323 
HEC 327 
lID: 331 
lID: 333 
lID: 338 
lID: 340 
lID: 343 
lID: 361 
lID: 368 
lID: 369 
lID: 380 
HEC 382 
lID: 394 
lID: 398 
HIS 135 
HIS 136 
HIS 137 
MANAGEMENT FUR CDNSUMERS 
DESIGN IN THE HUMAN ENVIRONMENT 
PRINCIPLES OF FCOD PREPARATION 
CWIHING CX>NS'IRUCITON I 
HOOE ID)NCMICS CAREER OPTIONS 
c:n1PEI'ENCIES FUR TEACHING 
FAMILY HEALTH AND WELL BEING 
MEAL MANAGEMENT 
APPLIED NUIRITION 
ENERGY SYSTEMS FUR RESIDENTIAL DESIGN 
CI..OIHING CX>NSIRUCTION II 
TEXTILES 
APPAREL 
APPAREL DESIGN 
FASHION ACCESSORIES 
FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS 
ADVANCED HCI-iE MANAGEl1ENT CDNCEPI'S 
FAMILY EXX>NC!-ITC RESOURCES 
INl'ERIOR SYSTEMS AND HOUSING 
CDNTEMFORARY INl'ERIOR DESIGN 
OIII.D DEVELDmENI' AND GUIDANCE 
CDNTEMPORARY ISSUES rn HCME ID)NCMICS 
CURRIaJlllM DEVELDmENI' IN HCME Ea)NCMICS 
lATER LIFE FAMILIES (Prop:::>SErl nerN course) 
INFANI' AND PRESCHX)L OIII.D 
ORGANIZATION AND AI:MINISTRATION OF FARLY 0illDH00D PRCXiRAMS 
CXXIPLE REIATIONSHIPS 
FAMILY CRISES 
<n1MUNITY NUrnITION 
FOOD CUSICMS 
FARLY CHlI.DHCX)[) NUIRITION EDUCATION 
FOOD SCIENCE 
FOOD SERVICE ~ 
QUANTITY FOODS 
PRESENI'ATION AND D~STRATION TEXliNICUES 
ADVANCED TE>cr'TI..ES 
CI..OIHING AND BEHAVIOR 
cnNSUMER MATERIALS 
FAMILY AND mNSUMER PUBLIC POLICY 
HIS'IDRY OF FURNISHINGS AND INl'ERIORS . 
APPLIED INTERIOR DESIGN 
CX>NSUMER HOUSING ALTERNATIVES 
FASHION HIS'It:RY 
FASHION PRCMJI'ION 
FASHION MERaWIDISING 
ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISIRATION OF VOCATIOOAL CDOPERATIVE 
IDK:ATION PRCX2RAMS 
ax:>RDmATION TEOiNIQUES OF cxx)PERA'l'IVE V<:X:ATIaw. EOOCATION 
PRCX:iRAMS 
HE'AL'IH ASPEX:.I'S OF AGING 
PROFESSIOOAL PRACI'ICE: HCME EXl)N(I.fiCS 
HIS'IDRY OF '!HE UNITED STATES 'IO 1865 
HIS'IDRY OF '!HE UNITED STATES SINCE 1865 
'!HE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE 
9 
HPR 113 PERSONAL FI'INESS 
HPR 122 MJDERN DANCE I 
. HPR 122.02 MJDERN DANCE II 
HPR 123 BALLET I 
HPR 123.02 BALLET II 
HPR 180 FIRST AID 
HSC 100 
HSC 155 
HSC 171 
HSC 194 
HSC 196 
IT 171 
MAT 105 
MAT 120 
MAT 121 
MAT 145 
MAT 151 
MIcr' 230 
MIcr' 231 
ros 105 
ros 232 
PSY 111 
PSY 112 
PSY 123 
PSY 215 
PSY 247 
PSY 303 
PSY 347 
SAS 106 
SAS 123 
SAS 211 
SAS 262 
SAS 323 
SED 109 
SID 218 
SED 362 
SrI' 399 
INTRODUCI'ION 'ID HEALTH CU1MUNITY 
MAN AND ENVIRONMENT: A HEALTH PERSPECTIVE 
PRINCIPLES OF ACCIDENT PREVENTION 
HEALTHFUL FAMILY LIVING 
DRtx;S IN LIFE STYLES 
PRINCIPLES OF ACCIDENT PREVENTION 
ELEMENTARY APPLICATIONS OF MATHEMATICS 
FINITE MA'IHEMATICS FOR BUSINESS AND SCX::IAL SCIENCES 
~ION 'ID CALCUWS FOR BUSINESS AND SCX::IAL SCIENCES 
CALCUWS I 
SIRucruRE OF NUMBER SYSTEMS I 
BASIC MARKEI'ING 
BUYER BEHAVIOR 
AMERICAN GOVERNMENr AND roLITICS 
roLITICS AND ruBLIC roLICY 
GENERAL PSYQK)r.a:;y 
DEVEI.DIMENTAL PSYQK)r.a:;y OF '!HE LIFE SPAN 
HUMAN SEXUALITY 
IDJCATIONAL PSYQK)r.a:;y 
CliARACI'ERIsrICS OF ID/BDjEMH IN CHIlDREN AND AOOLESCENTS 
AIXJLT DEVEI.DmENI' AND AGING 
BEHAVIOR DISORDERS IN amDREN 
INrnOOOCTION 'ID scx::rOr.a:;y 
HUMAN SEXUALITY 
scx::IAL GERONror.a:;y 
MARRIAGE AND '!HE FAMILY 
CHIlD WELFARE SERVICES 
HElPING RELATIONSHIPS 
SEX:X>NIlARY samL READING 
BASIC SKILlS IN muNSELOR IDJCATION 
SIUDENT TFAaiING 
10 
· ~E ECONr~ir.S 
'~rt:m~t 
1 i/30/90 
Date 
P.. Sl~ . of propo~ aC'tioo {'iie$ P~rt B; , lnci;Jdi~ bt.l~ of nE!I~' 
progra.lls ana ~.E. catalog coJl'( of il not;'··.! or altered ptogta.n:. (See 
~talog for format ard e~~leH?J Pro\' .de 3 sunmary cf W~ . charoges . 
ColIbioe tl~ followin.;] l7leq .. ~i.1iOes: 
Home D=oooadcs-Fashion Mercbcnaising .3r-d W.J(OO E,...'""Ooo!t'ics-Fashion Design 
into Home Ec~OOOliCS--A..ppaJ:el, Me~cha!1disi~ arrl Design. 
B. Proposed Action (Hox-e th.&n one itsn may be meek-Ed) 
c. 
New-see in&'tIUt::t.iocs for UmitlSion of new progra.rn~ (See V, 
pp .. i-8) 
OlaD;Je in zeq...1itmoents for mrt)OJ: 
Changa in tequirament5 for Bli~or (Sge v, 1, d, p~ 7) 
X Olange .w requireaents for ::aquance 
X Other prQ9ram revisiOlUl: Olnsolidatio::l of t~ ~~S 
Routing aDd Action &.mMry 
Dept. 01&11:. 4rn11~a 'le-M,..,.< ____ Data / ) - 30 -90 
-r I Coil. Clu. CbIm. cnair\ _______ . _____ Da\ta _____ _ 
COlI. DefIn ___ ,_· ________________ -.;OUte _. _____ _ 
'l'escher fllucation ~wx:il Dat-.~ 
(if req.lired, see Ill, p.-3):------ ------ -----------
UIU versity CUrr. COam. OlBir • _________ ....;Oate_. ______ _ 
ApprOlled as sutmi tted 
--NQ'C Appl:oved 
____ 1\.~rcved witti lZlOC1ifi(".ations 
;'''' . Please sutmit 2e copies to ~ thiversity CurriculUtl J:'.armittee . 
1. Insti tutiaH IlHnollfo S~,,~ l1ln:'ves:sity 
2. Responsible Depart:mer?'t: ~ E:::onomi~s 
3. Pr~ram Title: HaDe &r.'Ol'lm'lics Mejoc 
4~ HEGIS C~ification ~if &pplicable~ : lS.@931 
5. ~istll'1g tlUe of ~;Ce1a): 
Proposed Nmle of Sc3quence;; 
l"6eShioo ~Ichandi5irl3; F~snic:n D.esign / 
1lfpil=el, f's:r chand is in; a..rx:i Des i c.m Sequenc~ 
6. Anticipataj Date of __ l~ntatiro: Slmrnet 1992 
7. Rationale: (SSe A~t· Pt. 2) 
8. Core CourHS in l"S)or am Seq!anoe Electi'Jes: (See catalog Copy p. 4, 
5" 6) .. 
No changes win 0ClC'.Jr in faculty lead. CUrrently one course is bein;! 
a::ided to tba C4talog. P!'aculty h&ve been attending ~rkshof6 aOO 
pro:essiorwl ~ti~6 in preparation to te!.'Ch tilis new OJurSi3. 
Stu.:ient will see graater ~is on career opportWil ties othex than 
fashion merchaodisiD;J aal fashion design. Last spriB3 stajents Who 
participated in a travel. stuly tour vf th2 fashi.on industry in Ch1cagc 
were expoSErl to many new a.-n varied CCl!e£L owcrrunities. 
Required art coureas hB·."e been rawve::! fer OOt:!l fashion IDSl-charxiieing 
and fashion desIgn. ibis nove should ease the overcro\\dirg in th2 Art 
Department • 
li. Anticipated &ztgetary Effect: »::> a::ldi tional budgetary effects are 
anticipated. 
. 
12. Revised Catalog COpy: (See AttM-..hed Page 5 & 6) 
• 
1 
An outccme of t..'1ia P:C;I.:- Review m :9e5' of tte D>~~rtmant of Heme 
F.cDnomics was to investigate the ssq~nces available and t~ determine if 
any sequer.ce could be c:cebinc3d. After c~,ref'.:-':' consi.d&at.:ion the faculty in 
clothin;;! and' textiles would like to rec..-..n:ocn:l the ccxr..oinatior. of ~':1<.::- Heme 
EcolXlroics - Fashioo foiercnandisirg ~nce am the Hc:me EC'.)ft)lilics - F':,shico 
Design Seq'.lerh.~ t.o crate the Hare Eo:m::mics - Afparel, Mercha .. '1dising i."llC 
Dssign Sequence ~ 
AI tr.lOugh fashion merc::ha.nc.1isiEXj businessr~s teoth in rna.'lagemsnt at'd 
bU'j'ing continw: to be strong e.uployera OJ: '!lI)X students, the clotning .am 
texti le iooustry is brolld&. CUrrently, o:zr stu.dents are beirX) hired in 
manufacturi!IJ, quality control am aales. The r.ew s...=-queno: will allow 
students to fe 1 ,l ow roe of two routes: fashion xrerchanciisiQ3 or 
design/prooucti on. A c:oamal set of sequence cc\,;rs.e requirements has been 
established. The uculty envisions that the design/production route will 
allo~ students a flexibility not currently available. This route should be 
Cl welcomed choice for aeny of our current fashion merchandising stu:ient5. 
The facultys believe that the new Heme Ecoromks - Apparel, MerchardisirKJ 
and Design Sequerx:e better reflects the jabs available for stlldents in the 
clOti1iBJ arx3 tuti le iaiustry ~ 
c&t;z:aticnal · 
• 
Board of RegeI;'ts Chancellor's Office 
TABLE 2 
Format to be used when adding subdivisions to a major. in which there 
are pre-existing subdivisions •. attachment to request for approval. 
(Idontify each course by Course Number, Course Title & Hours. 
Asterisk all new courses.) 
Existing Subdivisions New Subdivision 
CORE COURSES (Required 
of all program majors) 
Subtot.'ll 
Core Hours 15 
REQUIRED SPECIALIZED 
COURSeS 
Subtotal 
Specialized Hours __ 3_3_ 
ELECTIVE COURSES 
Sub tot,11 
Electlve Hours 7 
University Studies 9 
Total ~rogram Hours 64 
CORE COURSES (Required 
of all program majors) 
Subtotal 
Core Hours 15 
REQUIRED SPECIALIZED 
COURSES 
Subtotal 
Specialized Hours 
ELECTIVE COURSES 
Subtotal 
Elective Hours 8 
University Studies 
Total Program Hours 
j 
32 
6 
61 
CORE COURSES (Required 
of all program majors) 
Subtotal 
Core Hours 15 
REQUIRED SPECIALIZED 
COURSES 
Subtotal 
Spocialized Hours 
ELECTIVE COURSES 
Subtotal 9 
Elective Hours 
36 
University Studies 9 
--69 
Total Program Hours 
01/05/89 
Home Economics Core 15 sa 
rm::: li11 lntro tD itIDa &: 
HB: 101 il.lrDan ani FaIn Dev 
HOC UJ2 Nutr jn Lifespan 
HfC: 103 Mc}.1lt fo~ 
HEX; 194 Design in y~ Q1vir 
HEY: 2ee Hane Q: Cazea Option& 
HEC 3~ Cont lsaue8 in HaDe ~ 
SequeLlOe Requ~ 31 ah 
p~ 228 Cloth Oonst 
HE: 225 TeXtiles 
HEC 226 Apparel 
HE: 328 Eco of ~ion 
HEC 368 Promotion 
HB:: 369 MerchaIxlisiBJ 
HEX: 398 Professional Practice 
ART 193 Visual Elements 
MKT 239 MarlcetiD'3 
KJM 220 Management 
Electi ves 7 sh 
Marketif!l Elective 3 an 
(MKT 233 AdvertisiB;} or-
(MKT 234 Prof Sell ing or 
(MKT 335 Retail M;Jmt 
University Sbrlies 9 sh 
(OIJ...,) 
~ l f 
Fashion DaS!gn 
HEC 120 lntro to Home Ec 
rE lSl HIl'D.:W em Fam Dev 
USC l.e2 NU'cr i~ Lif.eepan 
1m: lGJ Mg:nt fo;: (',ons:.iW~ 
~ 194 Design in HUiJal) E.'lvir 
as: 200 Herne &: Career Options 
HD: 300 Clnt ISb"Ues in Home i'x 
Hf): 229 
if&: 225 
mx; 226 
us..; 228 
HlJ: 322 
1m: 324 
32 &h 
Cloth Const 
Ta.'ttiles 
A;?;?arel 
A?::li:ll:el Design 
Fiat Pattern 
(lsh) HEC 362 
ARt 103 
AR'!' 104 
ART 213 
AR'.I' 351 
D.':·iping i: Design 
2~d1 Century Fashion 
Vi~ual Elements 
Basic Drawin; 
1.i':e Draw ing 
Spec Projects in Art (3 &'1) 
Electi ves 9 sh 
Unive=sity Studi~~ 6 sh 
M;S 155 Introdl7Ction to r«crocaap. am HH aemistry of Life 
CHE 104 Chemistry of Life P.£S 155 Intro t.') Microocmputers 
&;0 l,n Economics 
61 total oocrs 
64 total oours 
c&t:old 
l. 
Choose ei ther A or B: 
HFC 181 li."ltzo tu fJ.bDe a: 
1m:.: 181 tuMr" ADd Foam oev 
HL: l'i2 NUtt U. Lifespan 
Hll: U3 Hglatt to~ Cor.sane:t: 
HK.; 1," DESign!w. lbnan l!l1'.:ir 
~ 1iH ~ f)c Caxee!: Options 
HE:: 3<19 CDnt IflSUeia in 1+:r:JP. Be 
Sf5\B.!iOe !eqUiramena; 18 an 
fiB': 122 O£ 221 Cloth Const 
He:: 225 'l'eltilM 
tm:: 226 Apparel 
Ii!C 32& !cO of Fasb.ian 
1m: 329 A[.parel Prod Analyuis 
(HEC 365 Design Studio or 
or or 
(tm: 398 Professional Pract:ice 
A. Fashion MerchandisiBJ 18 Db · 
Ha: 368 Prcmotion 
B. Design/Production 18 st. 
(HBe 220 Cloth Const II or 
(HEC 325 T.ailo~ing o~ tGX: 369 Merctwm:1ising 
HEC 39B Professional pr~1ca (3 sh) 
MKT 230 MaJ:ketiD;J 
l'O1 229 Management 
(HKT 233 Advertising or 
(MKT 234 P~of Selling or 
(MKT 335 Retail Mgmt 
9 sh e1ecti ves 
Uni vera i ty Stu1 ies 9 Bh , _ 
A<.s I~"'Z) lhln ... ml("R.o(.Olftj::l( .. f7tt~\.UJ7"'.rv {0I:'~s. o~ 
1CS 155 Introductioo to Hicr~ers 
CHE 194 Chemistry of Lite 
aD 101 Ecooomics 
69 total hours 
5 
(HEe 326 Fitting & Alternation 
tIEl: 228 Apparel Design* 
liB: 322 Plat Pattem 
(HIC 323 Advanced TeXtiles or 
(HEr: 324 Draping & Design 
HEC 327 Clothing & Beh3vior 
(HE: 361 Fasnian Histo~y or 
(HEC 362 29th Century Fashion 
9 £h electives 
*note: HEX: 228 has been p.lt forward 
to increase the hours from 
2 to 3 semester bollrs. 
Old catal~ .. ~X 
1990-19~1 
F .... ~...,~IC>\: 
- 64 hrI R'Cj. incl\J<iiUl 9 hn In Unit\!!taty ~ 
- IS hr (.ore: NEe 1m. 101. 10'.2.\ro. 1~. 4'00. :tn. 
- 40 ~. ~uenI.T. ; '(RT t03; t1E.C :Q.\ %1(. ~. lZS , 
368.369.398 {3 tin} ; MI:-r 230, MQM :~"~~ nil's imn. 
NEe 122. m. Z29. WI (UesiJO an:1 t'lOOu;.:1m of 
Kni~e..r).l22. ;'''Zl. :ur·.m. 326. 1i.1 , ~!. ldi:. :m 
(Traw:l Study: fasbiol' Mc~h&Dai:\;u~')·. .1 Iu5 trom 
MKT 23ol. 234, 33:5. 
- 9 M IJn.~-enity Studit~ : ACS ISS (l}~ ~ 'In): Off. 1(1Ii 
(US ill): E(:O UH (lI!i \0'). 
- R«Om"",~ed (/niYeS'Yfy S-~ or ~nJ <t'~~~" 
N::s 140; F.CO lin; psy it 1; M,S U\!;;. 
_ " rnillOl" in &~ .~li1iniIU'8lian is '1iP')I ~·lOln;­
IMnded. 
Prop?sed Ca tal og COPY. 
-69 nrs r~. i ncluding 9 ru:s il" Oni ~.rfli ty Studies. 
-15 hr COr.e: ill:l: lCifSl, li)L6 1I:Y.i!, 1~3f 194, 20!a, 399 
-45 hr SequeuCt:,' tID: 122 Ol: 2~6 22~;, 226 ., 328, 329 , 365 or 398 (3 
MS.) aru ~ ex 11 followxog. ii. Na,l~ioo Me~cnarrlising: Ha:: 368, 369, 
398 (3 hrs.): l'1KT 23", MKT 1.33 or 234 or 335; f'Q1 22"; arx.i 9 hrs 
electi V06. B. DenigrVPrc.auc"tior.l~ Ha::: 229 or 325 -:u: 326, 228, 322, 
323 or 32-1 .. 327, 361 or 362., ard 9 hrs. electives. '!he electives 
soould be cOOS1:!Cl f.a::rn the foll~jl~ l.i.st;: ARl' 103, 24~t 241, 352; HE: 
22", 228, 229. 233, 289 (Design .~nd Production of Knitwear), 32Q, 322, 
323, 324, 325" 326, 327, 331., :333 .. 3611' 362 .. 365, 368, 369, 393 
(Travel St\\'dy: ~ash.iou Mar~~?aiD3), :1~)8~' IT ue. 
-9 hrs UUiversity Studios: · ACS 15~ or 155 {VII); ('..liE 194 (Ill); m> 
liH (V). 
-RecomIiSldro University SW1ies or. gengral electives: ART 15e, 1», 
156, ::!S7, 1m li2i MAT 1~5 (JI: 1:;9~ i'Sy lllj; ~ 106; THE 13C. 
-Fur l·'aski~'. on foiJat"c!~looisirg a S\lSiness Jl.dcui·:1 ~st:ration Qr ~:tcaticm 
minor is rSC'OCDOOf'.dtlld. For ApP:'lrel. L!t!Sigfl ~1 Art a,in.or is recoomends:i~ 
Fur Prr;d~Cioo. a minor In &r.l~ I-dDinist.':iJtion 01: Inc1ustrial 
Ted1n<.>1~~ is l:~trl. 
Cirt:cat:copy 
, 
. , ; 
6 
/ - (j 
ttt:L/ f..I!>~ 
5IfS{).l) I'll!:> 
i 
Acceptance of Professional Development Sequences 
as Reasonable and Moderate Extensions 
MAY 13 1991 
ACl\pGM, 
1\v~ 
A professional development sequence is a set of courses that leads to 
mastery of the content in a sub-field of an existing academic major and 
provides practicing professionals exposure to new knowledge or practical 
techniques. The professional development sequence requires no more than 12 
semester hours. Sequences will be limited to the post-baccalaureate level 
and require that applicants be matriculated, i.e., meet all admission 
criteria for their class status. Students completing the requirements of 
the sequence are provided with a verification of completion by the 
university offering the sequence. 
Professional development sequences should be submitted to the Board of 
Higher Education staff with a request that they be accepted as reasonable 
and moderate extensions of existing programs. Professional Development 
Sequences will not be included in the Board of Higher Education's Program 
Inventory and will not be separately identified in data reporting systems. 
However, additions and deletions of Professional Development Sequences 
should be reflected in the System's "Annual Report on Program Additions and 
Eliminations". 
Because professional development sequences are not listed in the Board 
of Higher Education's Program Inventory and do not lead to the award of a 
degree that is included on the Board's Degrees Awarded Survey (Table Z), 
students enrolled exclusively (i.e. are not concurrently pursuing a related 
degree program) in professional development sequences should be considered 
non-degree seeking students and should be reported as such as on the Board 
of Higher Education's Fall Enrollment Survey. 
~/3.1! / 
CURRICULUM PROPOSAL COVER SHEET 
GRADUATE ONt Y 
Department 
_~adlines for receipt by Graduate Curriculum Committee: 
New Programs - September I, two years prior to anticipated implementation date. 
All other curriculum proposals - September 1 of each year for inclusion in 
the catalog of the following year. 
Number of copies required: 
New Programs - For original submission to the Graduate Curriculum Committee, 
six (6) copies are required. After approval by the Curriculum 
Committee, an additional 15 copies will be required, to include 
the Graduate Council. After approval by the Council, the Academic 
Senate requires 55 copies. 
All other curriculum proposals -- submit six (6) copies. 
Proposed Action: 
COURSES 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
PROGRAMS 
New--follow Guidelines of 
Deletion of course 
Change in course level. 
Change in credit hours. 
Other changes. 
Graduate 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Curriculum Committee for 400 and 500 level courses. 
Summarize below and provide rationale 
on separate sheet. 
1. New--follow NEPR format. NOTE: Program approval does not 
2. 
X- 3. 
(a) Number of courses within program ) connote course approval. Courses 
(b) What course level? --------) must be approved on an individual basis. 
Change in requirements for degree. ) 
Other program revisions. ) 
Summarize below and provide rationale 
on separate sheet 
Summary of proposed action: 
Sequence in Social Aspects In Aging The professional development sequence is housed in the 
Departments of Home Economics, Psychology, Sociology, Anthropology and Social Work, and Speech 
Pathology in cooperation with the Graduate School. Potential applicants must have earned a 
bachelor's degree (or equivalent) and meet the requirements for admission to the graduate 
school as student-at-Iarge. Credit for courses may be applied to a graduate degree program 
if approved by a specific graduate program. Potential applicants may contact the Graduate 
SChool or specific departments advisers for application forms and further information. 
Routin 
Department Chairperson ~=+::bl~K:J:~~~~~~2:._..,..~=-_____ -- Date .. 
~~~~~-~---- Date 'tit} 
College Dean 1L.~t...".· ...,-..-' Date ')./1111 ---~~~~~---------------------------------------- ; 
College Curriculum Chairper 
Graduate Dean Date 
-------------------------------------------------------------- ---------
) 
CURRICULUM PROPOSAL COVER SHEET 
GRADUATE ONLY 
Department 
Deadlines for receipt by Graduate Curriculum Committee: 
New Programs - September 1, two years prior to anticipated implementation date. 
All other curriculum proposals - September 1 of each year for inclusion in 
the catalog of the following year. 
Number of copies required: 
New Programs - For original submission to the Graduate Curriculum Committee, 
six (6) copies are required. After approval by the Curriculum 
Committee, an additional 15 copies will be required, to include 
the Graduate Council. After approval by the Council, the Academic 
Senate requires 55 copies. 
All other curriculum proposals -- submit six (6) copies. 
Proposed Action: 
COURSES 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
New--follow Guidelines of 
Deletion of course 
Graduate Curriculum Committee for 400 and 500 level courses. 
PROGRAMS 
Change in course level. 
Change in credit hours. 
Other changes. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Summarize below and provide rationale 
on separate sheet. 
1. New--follow NEPR format. NOTE: Program approval does not 
(a) Number of courses within program ) connote course approval. Courses 
----(b) What course level? ) must be approved on an individual basis 
2. 
3. 
Change in requirements for degree. ) 
Other program revisions. ) 
Summarize below and provide rationale 
x on separate sheet 
Summary of proposed action: 
Sequence in Social Aspects In Aging The professional development sequence is housed in the 
Departments of Home Economics, Psychology, Sociology, Anthropology and Social Work, and Speech 
Pathology in cooperation with the Graduate School. Potential applicants must have earned a 
bachelor's degree (or equivalent) and meet the requirements for admission to the graduate 
school as student-at-large. Credit for courses may be applied to a graduate degree program 
if approved by a specific graduate program. Potential applicants may contact the Graduate 
School or specific departments advisers for application forms and further information. 
Routin!! of proposal and approval signatures: 
Department Chairperson dnw.i..u 1:. ~ Date //-30 -9( 
College Curriculum Chairpe~ Date 1/:1..3 / '11 
College Dean Date ~ 
Graduate Dean Date 
) 
III i nois State University. 
The Graduate School 
BroMenn/lSU Consortium on Aging 
TO : ~ College of Arts and Sciences Curriculum CommITtee - 12. r r,,.;.:; ~ 
College of Applied Science and Technology Curriculum CommITtee 
FROM: Patricia K. Monoson. Director(\v\ \ 
BroMenn/ISU Consortium on ,.t1r:; 
DATE: December 4. 1990 
RE : Submission of a Sequence Proposal 
Enclosed is a proposal for a new multidisciplinary sequence in Social Aspects of Aging , I am 
enclosing the Board of Regents description of the requirements for this sequence since they 
have just approved this new type of offering. To my knowledge this is the first professional 
development sequence which has been proposed. It is unique because these post -
baccalaureate sequence ore designed for students who are not seeking a graduate degree. 
The document follows the Reasonable and Moderate Extension format which is required by the 
Boord of Regents. If there are any Questions about this proposal. feel free to contact me. I 
would like to attend your committee meeting when the proposal is d iscussed. The chor of the 
faculty committee which developed this proposal was David Eaton. SASW. He would also like 
to be present during the deliberation of this proposal. 
Thank you for your consideration of the document. We are hopeful that both committees will 
be able to address the proposal early in the spring semester in hopes to going to the 
Academic Senate and off campus by late spring. 
cc. Robert Walsh 
Connie Ley 
Lorry Alferink 
Martin Young 
Gregory Aloia 
Catherine Batsche 
Normal -Bloomington . Illinois 
rhorw : 309/ 438-2583 
E(I'JJi OppurruJl iryI Affmn.lliv(· Acr ;oll ( inlv(''''' )' 
Rm. 310. Hovey Hall 
Normal, Illinois 61761 -6901 
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GRADUATE ONLY 
Department 
J eadlines for receipt by Graduate Curriculum Committee: 
New Programs - September 1. two years prior to anticipated implementation date. 
All other curriculum proposals - September 1 of each year for inclusion in 
the catalog of the following year. 
Number of copies required: 
New Programs - For original submission to the Graduate Curriculum Committee. 
six (6) copies are required. After approval by the Curriculum 
Committee, an additional 15 copies will be required. to include 
the Graduate Council. After approval by the Council. the Academic 
Senate requires 55 copies. 
All other curriculum proposals -- submit six (6) copies. 
Proposed Action: 
COURSES 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
PROGRAMS 
New--follow Guidelines of 
Deletion of course 
Change in course level. 
Change in credit hours. 
Other changes. 
Graduate 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Curriculum Committee for 400 and 500 level courses. 
Summarize below and provide rationale 
on separate sheet. 
1. New--follow NEPR format. NOTE: Program approval does not 
(a) Number of courses within program ) connote course approval. Courses 
(b) What course level? ------------) must be approved on an individual basis 
2. 
X- 3. 
Change in requirements for degree. 
Other program revisions. 
) Summarize below and provide rationale 
) on separate sheet 
Summary of proposed action: 
Sequence in Social Aspects In Aging The professional development sequence is housed in the 
Departments of Home Economics, Psychology, Sociology, Anthropology and Social Work, and Speech 
Pathology in cooperation with the Graduate School. Potential applicants must have earned a 
bachelor's degree (or equivalent) and meet the requirements for admission to the graduate 
school as student-at-large. Credit for courses may be applied to a graduate degree program 
if approved by a specific graduate program. Potential applicants may contact the Graduate 
SChool or specific departments advisers for application forms and further information. 
Routin 
Department Chairperson ~~=f~~[:~~~~~2:~ _________________________________________ Date 
• College Curriculum Chairperson ~J:2:~_~~~ __ ~~~~~ _________________________ __ Date jll)/Cff 
College Dean 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Date 
----
Graduat~ Dean 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Date 
----
) 
CURRICULUM PROPOSAL COVER SHEET 
GRADUATE ONLY 
Department 
Deadlines for receipt by Graduate Curriculum Committee: 
New Programs - September I, two years prior to anticipated implementation date. 
All other curriculum proposals - September 1 of each year for inclusion in 
the catalog of the following year. 
Number of copies required: 
New Programs - For original submission to the Graduate Curriculum Committee, 
six (6) copies are required. After approval by the Curriculum 
Committee, an additional 15 copies will be required, to include 
the Graduate Council. After approval by the Council, the Academic 
Senate requires 55 copies. 
All other curriculum proposals -- submit six (6) copies. 
Proposed Action: 
COURSES 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
PROGRAMS 
New--follow Guidelines of 
Deletion of course 
Change in course level. 
Change in credit hours. 
Other changes. 
Graduate 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Curriculum Committee for 400 and 500 level courses. 
Summarize below and provide rationale 
on separate sheet. 
1. New--follow NEPR format. NOTE: Program approval does not 
(a) Number of courses within program ) connote course approval. Courses 
----(b) What course level? ) must be approved on an individual basis 
2. Change in requirements for degree. ) Summarize below and provide rationale 
x 3. Other program revisions. ) on separate sheet 
Summary of proposed action: 
Sequence in Social Aspects In Aging The professional development sequence is housed in the 
Departments of Home Economics, Psychology, Sociology, Anthropology and Social Work, and Speech 
Pathology in cooperation with the Graduate School. Potential applicants must have earned a 
bachelor's degree (or equivalent) and meet the requirements for admission to the graduate 
school as student-at-Iarge. Credit for courses may be applied to a graduate degree program 
if approved by a specific graduate program. Potential applicants may contact the Graduate 
School or specific departments advisers for application forms and further information. 
Routing of proposal and approval signatures: 
Department Chairperson __ :j~~"'"_'~~ __ {v;...0d"",'>;:-i~ ________________ Date 11/3c/C;:: 
College Curriculum Chairperson ~ ~ Date 
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Graduate Dean Date 
--------------------------------------------------------------- ---------
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Department 
,C)eadl1nes for receipt by Graduate Curriculum Committee: 
New Programs - September 1, two years prior to anticipated Implementation date. 
All other curriculum proposals - September 1 of each year for inclusion In the catalog 
of the following year. 
Number of copies reqUired: 
New Programs - For original submission to the Graduate Curriculum Committee, six (6) copies 
are required. After approval by the Curriculum Committee, an additional 15 
copies will be required, to inc;:lude the Graduate Council. After approval by 
the Council, the Academic Senate requires 55 copies. 
All other curriculum proposals -- submit six (6) copies. 
Proposed Action: 
COURSES 
___ 1. New--follow. Guidelines of Graduate Curriculum Committee for 400 and 500 level courses. 
___ 2. Deletion of course ) 
___ 3. Change in course level. ) 
___ 4. Change In credit hours. ) 
Summarize below and provide rationale 
on separate sheet. 
___ 5. Other changes. ) 
PROGRAMS 
1. New--follow NEPR format. 
--- NOTE: Program approval does not <a) Number of courses within program _____ ) 
connote course approval. Courses (b) What course level? ) 
must be approved on an individual basis, 
___ 2. Change in requirements for degree. ) 
_~x_ 3. Other program revisions. ) Summarize below and provide rationale on separate sheet. 
Summary of proposed action: Include title of course or program; provide exact catalog copy. including 
number and semester hours for new course. 
Sequence in Social Aspects In Aging. The professional development sequence is housed in the 
Departments of Home Economics. Psychology. Sociology, Anth~opology and Social Work, and 
Speech Pathology in cooperation with the Graduate School. Potential applicants must have 
earned a bachelor's degree (or equivalent) and meet the requirements for admission to the 
graduate school as student'-at-large. Credit for courses may be applied to a graduate degree 
program if approved by a specific graduate program. Potential applicants may contact the 
Graduate School or specific departments advisers for application forms and further 
information. 
Routing of proposal and approval signatures: 
Department Chairperson\.l.0_'~.;;;;;;;;~;;o.....:",.~/V~\ .... G_'I'_l;;;;;.:)&;:~\ -u...---.v=-r' ....... J-"""'1-----' Date ______ _ 
CoUegeCurriculwn Chalrperson, _______ 'V...;;;....' ___ ' _______ Date _______ _ 
CoUegeDean, _______________________________________________ ~te ______________ _ 
GraduateDeaD ______________________________________________ Date ______________ _ 
11/87 
CURRICULUM PROPOSAL COVER SHEET 
GRADUATE ONLY 
Department 
Deadlines for receipt by Graduate Curriculum Committee: 
New Programs - September 1, two years prior to anticipated implementation date. 
All other curriculum proposals - September 1 of each year for inclusion in 
the catalog of the following year. 
Number of copies required: 
New Programs - For original submission to the Graduate Curriculum Committee, 
six (6) copies are required. After approval by the Curriculum 
Committee, an additional 15 copies will be required, to include 
the Graduate Council. After approval by the Council, the Academic 
Senate requires 55 copies. 
All other curriculum proposals -- submit six (6) copies. 
Proposed Action: 
COURSES 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
PROGRAMS 
New--follow Guidelines of 
Deletion of course 
Change in course level. 
Change in credit hours. 
Other changes. 
Graduate 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Curriculum Committee for 400 and 500 level courses. 
Summarize below and provide rationale 
on separate sheet. 
1. New--follow NEPR format. NOTE: Program approval does not 
2. 
X 3. 
(a) Number of courses within program ) connote course approval. Courses 
----(b) What course level? ) must be approved on an individual basis 
Change in requirements for degree. 
Other program revisions. 
) 
) 
Summarize below and provide rationale 
on separate sheet 
Summary of proposed action: 
Sequence in Social Aspects In Aging The professional development sequence is housed in the 
Departments of Home Economics, Psychology, Sociology, Anthropology and Social Work, and Speech 
Pathology in cooperation with the Graduate School. Potential applicants must have earned a 
bachelor's degree (or equivalent) and meet the requirements for admission to the graduate 
school as student-at-Iarge. Credit for courses may be applied to a graduate degree program 
1! approved by a specific graduate program. Potential applicants may contact the Graduate 
School or specific departments advisers for application forms and further information. 
College Dean 
Graduate Dean Date 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------~------
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CURRICULUM PROPOSAL COVER SHEET 
GRADUATE ONLY 
Department 
Deadlines for receipt by Graduate Curriculum Committee: 
New Programs - September 1, two years prior to anticipated implementation date. 
All other curriculum proposals - September 1 of each year for inclusion in 
the catalog of the following year. 
Number of copies required: 
New Programs - For original submission to the Graduate Curriculum Committee, 
six (6) copies are required. After approval by the Curriculum 
Committee, an additional 15 copies will be required, to include 
the Graduate Council. After approval by the Council, the Academic 
Senate requires 55 copies. 
All other curriculum proposals -- submit six (6) copies. 
Proposed Action: 
COURSES 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
PROGRAMS 
New--follow Guidelines of 
Deletion of course 
Change in course level. 
Change in credit hours. 
Other changes. 
Graduate 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Curriculum Committee for 400 and 500 level courses. 
Summarize below and provide rationale 
on separate sheet. 
1. New--follow NEPR format. NOTE: Program approval does not 
(a) Number of courses within program ) connote course approval. Courses 
----(b) What course level? ) must be approved on ' an individual basis. 
2. Change in requirements for degree. ) Summarize below and provide rationale 
x 3. Other program revisions. ) on separate sheet 
Summary of proposed action: 
Sequence in Social Aspects In Aging The professional development sequence is housed in the 
Departments of Home Economics, Psychology, Sociology, Anthropology and Social Work, and Speech 
Pathology in cooperation with the Graduate School. Potential applicants must have earned a 
bachelor's degree (or equivalent) and meet the requirements for admission to the graduate 
school as student-at-large. Credit for courses may be applied to a graduate degree program 
if approved by a specific graduate program. Potential applicants may contact the Graduate 
School or specific departments advisers for application forms and further information. 
Routing of proposal and approval signatures: 
Department Chairperson ~~~ Date II/lei,;: 
College Curriculum Chairperson ~----------------~~------~~--~~-4~~~----------~---------" Date I~~~/ 
Date 
-----
College Dean 
---------------------------------
Graduate Dean Date 
-------------------------------------------- --------
) 
CURRICULUM PROPOSAL COVER SHEET 
GRADUATE ONLY 
Speech Pathology & Al1digJogj' 
Department 
Deadlines for receipt by Graduate Curriculum Committee: 
New Programs - September 1, two years prior to anticipated implementation date. 
All other curriculum proposals - September 1 of each year for inclusion In the catalog 
of the following year. 
Number of copies reqUired: 
New Programs - For original submission to the Graduate Curriculum Committee, six (6) copies 
are required. After approval by the Curriculum Committee, an addltional 15 
copies will be required, to 1n~lude the Graduate Council. After approval by 
the CouncU, the Academic Senate requires 55 copies. 
All other curriculum proposals -- submit six (6) copies. 
Proposed Action: 
COURSES 
1. New--follow Guidelines of Graduate Curriculum Committee for 400 and 500 level courses. 
----
___ 2. Deletion of course ) 
____ 3. Change in course level. ) 
___ 4. Change In credit hours. ) 
Summarize below and provide rationale 
on separate sheet. 
___ 5. Other changes. ) 
PROGRAMS 
1. New--follow NEPR format. 
--- NOTE: Program approval does not (a) Number of courses within program _____ ) 
connote course approval. Courses (b) What course level? ) 
must be approved on an individual basis 
___ 2. Change in requirements for degree. 
_~x_ 3. Other program revisions. Summarize below and provide rationale 
on separate sheet. 
Summary of proposed action: Include title of course or program; provide exact catalog copy, including 
number and semester hours for new course. 
Sequence in Social Aspects In Aging. The profeSSional development sequence is housed in the 
Departments of Home Economics, Psychology, Sociology, Anthropology and Social Work, and 
Speech Pathology in cooperation with the Graduate School. Potential applicants must have 
earned a bachelor's degree (or equivalent) and meet the requirements for admission to the 
graduate school as student-at-large. Credit for courses may be applied to a graduate degree 
program if approved by a specific graduate program. Potential applicants may contact the 
Graduate School or specific departments advisers for application forms and further 
information. 
Routing of proposal and approval signatures: 
Department Chairperson .l.·~_~\..;:;;;::,;b~~~~;.-,.~~,-;;;";;;;;;;"-~~~,,,:;,,,, ___ Date, ____ ~--_ 
~~~~~~----~--_~te,-4~!~~~0~9~/-
CoUege~an. _________________________________________________ Da~, ______________ ___ 
GraduateDean,-... ____________________________________________ ~~, ______________ __ 
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1. InsfjMjoo: 
PROPOSAL FOR APPROVAL OF A POST-BACCALAUREATE 
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SEQUENCE: SOCIAL ASPECTS OF AGING 
Illinois State University 
2. Responsjblle UnH: 
The Graduate School in cooperation with: 
the Department of Sociology. Anthropology and Social Work 
the Department of Home Economics. 
the Department of Psychology. 
and. the Deportment of Speech Pathology and Audiology 
will assume responsibility for the post-baccalaureate sequence. A Sequence Committee. 
chaired by a representative of the Graduate School. and incorporating a representative of 
sponsoring departments d oversee the administration of the Sequence. 
3. Proposed Progrgm Title: 
Professional Development Sequence in Social Aspects of Aging 
4. previous progrgm rifle: 
NA 
5. Date of Implementation: 
Upon approval from Board of Regents. 
6. pescriptlon of Proposed SeQuence: 
The proposed Professional Development Sequence in Social Aspects of Aging is intended to 
provide a limited number of academically and professionally oriented educational 
experiences at the graduate level in gerontology/aging. It is the goal of this Sequence to 
enhance the knowledge and abilities of those who ore already at work or preparing for work in 
the aging network. The offering of the Sequence would make existing courses in gerontology 
at Illinois State University available to individuals who were not expecting to work in aging at the 
time of their undergraduate degree programs. 
Upon completion of the program. the student's transcript would have a notation of completion 
of this 'Post Baccalaureate Professional Development Sequence in Social Aspects of Aging' . ~ 
The proposed sequence requires 12 credits at the 300 or 400 level including an Interdisciplinary 
seminar (required) and selection of three courses from a current list of four additional courses 
and/or an advanced level 'experience in gerontology' which could be tailored to the 
particular interests/needs of the student. 
CATALOG PESCRIPUON: 
1. Description for the General Section of the Catalog: 
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SEQUENCE IN SOCIAL ASPECTS OF AGING. Social Aspects of 
Aging Sequence Is a multidisciplinary program designed to offer a limited number of 
academically and professionally oriented graduate experiences in aging. The sequence is 
housed in the Graduate School with courses and advisement provided by the following 
departments: Sociology, Anthropology and Social Work; Home Economics, Psychology, and 
Speech Pathology and Audiology. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR APMISSION TO THE pROGRAM: Potential applicants must have earned a 
bachelor's degree (or equivalent) and meet the requirements for admission to the Graduate 
School as students-at-large. Credit for courses ID.Q:i be applied to a graduate degree program 
if approved by a specific graduate program. (See Policy of Graduate School.) Potential 
applicants may contact the Graduate School. or specific department advisers for application 
forms and further information. 
SEQUENCE REQUIREMENTS: 12 hours required. which includes 1) Seminar in Gerontology (3 hours) 
to be taken after at least six of the other required hours have been completed. and 2) 9 hours of 
electives from among the following gerontology related courses: 
Required course (3 hours) 
Seminar In Gerontology (SASW 469,08) Advanced treatment of gerontology including 
approximately one-third in oveNiew of current gerontological issues plus selected topics in 
gerontology. e.g. Economics of Aging. Cross-Cultural Aspects of Aging. the Future of Aging. 
Elective courses (9 hours) 
Health Aspects of Aging (HSCIHEC 394) Characteristics of the aging process and factors 
influencing adaptation and the quality of living. 
Gerontologicgl Psychology (psy 304) Psychological aspects of developmental transformations 
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occurring during later adulthood. Application of psychology to problems of aging. 
Hyman Commynication and the Aging process (COM 33]) An examination of the particular 
communication needs of the aging and current research in the field. 
Families in Later Life (HEC 305) Exploration of family dynamics in later life. Emphasis on 
developmental tasks. needs. and decision-making issues of aging family members. 
Experience in Gerontology Each student enrolled in the Sequence 0lQY. negotiate with the 
Sequence Representative in the sponsoring department credit for 3 hours of "experience" in 
gerontology. This may include. but is not limited to 400 Independent Study. 498 ProfeSSional 
Practice in any department/program which is relevant to the Sequence. Each "experience" is 
expected to involve some focused writing and analysis aSSignments. This experience should 
ordinarily be permitted after other courses are completed - at least Seminar in Gerontology. If 
the experience is of a 'selected problems' type. a proposal should be approved by the 
Departmental Sequence Adviser no later than the 5th week of the semester. 
2. Catalog Descriptions for Each Department: 
Deportment of Sociology. Anthropology. and Social Work 
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SEQUENCE IN SOCIAL ASPECTS OF AGING. Social Aspects of 
Aging Sequence is a multidiSCiplinary program designed to offer a limited number of 
academically and professionally oriented graduate experiences in aging. Tbe sequence is 
housed in the Graduate School with advisement provided by the Sociology, Anthropology and 
Social Work Department in cooperation with the Departments of: Home Economics, 
Psychology, and Speech Pathology and Audiology. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR APMISSION TO THE pROGRAM: Potential applicants must have earned a 
bachelor's degree (or equivalent) and meet the requirements for admission to the Graduate 
School as students-at-large. Credit for courses ~ be applied to a graduate degree program 
if approved by a specific graduate program. (See Policy of Graduate School.) Potential 
applicants may contact the Graduate School. or specific department advisers for application 
forms and further information. 
SEQUENCE REQUIREMENTS: 12 hours required. which includes 1) Seminar in Gerontology (3 hours) 
to be taken after at least six of the other required hours have been completed. and 2) 9 hours of 
electives from among the following gerontology related courses: 
Required course (3 hours) 
Seminar in Gerontology (SASW 469,08) Advanced treatment of gerontology including 
approximately one-third in overview of current gerontological issues plus selected topics in 
gerontology. e.g. Economics of Aging, Cross-Cultural Aspects of Aging, the Future of Aging. 
Elective courses (9 hours) 
Health Aspects of Aging (HSC/HEC 394) Characteristics of the aging process and factors 
influencing adaptation and the Quality of living. . 
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, Gerontological Psychology (psy 304) Psychological aspects of developmental transformations 
occurring during later adulthood. Application of psychology to problems of aging. 
Human Communication and the Aging process (COM 331) An examination of the particular 
communication needs of the aging and current research in the field. 
Families in Later Life (HEC 305) Exploration of family dynamics in later life. Emphasis on 
developmental tasks, needs, and decision-making issues of aging family members. 
Exoerience In Gerontology Each student enrolled in the Sequence ffi.QY. negotiate with the 
Sequence Representative in the sponsoring department credit for 3 hours Of 'experience' in 
gerontology. This may include, but is not limited to 400 Independent Study, 498 Professional 
Practice in any department/program which is relevant to the Sequence. Each 'experience' is 
expected to involve some focused writing and analysis aSSignments. This experience should 
ordinarily be permitted after other courses are completed - at least Seminar in Gerontology. If 
the experience is of a 'selected problems' type, a proposal should be approved by the 
Departmental Sequence Adviser no later than the 5th week of the semester. 
pepartment of Home Economics 
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SEQUENCE IN SOCIAL ASPECTS OF AGING. Social Aspects of 
Aging Sequence is a multidisciplinary program designed to offer a limited number of 
academically and profeSSionally oriented graduate experiences in aging, The sequence is 
housed In the Graduate School with advisement provided by the Home Economics 
Department In cooperation with the Departments of: Sociology, Anthropology and Social 
Work; Psychology; and Speech Pathology and Audiology. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR APMISSION TO THE pROGRAM: Potential applicants must have earned a 
bachelor's degree (or equivalent) and meet the requirements for admission to the Graduate . 
School as students-at-Iarge. Credit for courses CD.Q¥ be applied to a graduate degree program 
if approved by a specific graduate program. (See Policy of Graduate School.) Potential 
applicants may contact the Graduate School. or specific department advisers for application 
forms and further information. 
SEQUENCE REQUIREMENTS: 12 hours required, which includes 1) Seminar in Gerontology (3 hours) 
to be taken after at least six of the other required hours have been completed, and 2) 9 hours of 
electives from among the following gerontology related courses: 
Required course (3 hours) 
Seminar In Gerontology (SASW 469,08) Advanced treatment of gerontology including 
approximately one-third in overview of current gerontological issues plus selected topics in 
gerontology, e.g. Economics of Aging, Cross-Cultural Aspects of Aging, the Future of Aging. 
Elective courses (9 hours) 
Health Aspects of Aging (HSC/HEC 394) Characteristics of the aging process and factors 
influencing adaptation and the quality of living. 
GerontologiCal Psychology (psy 304) Psychological aspects of developmental transformations 
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occurring during later adulthood. Application of psychology to problems of aging. 
Human Communication gnd the Aging process (COM 33]) An examination of the particular 
communication needs of the aging and current research in the field. 
Families in later Life ' (HEC 305) Exploration of family dynamics in later life. Emphasis on 
developmental tasks, needs, and decision-making issues of aging family members. 
Experience In Gerontology Each student enrolled in the Sequence IllQ:i. negotiate with the 
Sequence Representative in the sponsoring department credit for 3 hours of 'experience' in 
gerontology. This may include. but is not limited to 400 Independent Study, 498 Professional 
Practice in any department/program which is relevant to the Sequence. Each 'experience' is 
expected to involve some focused writing and analysis aSSignments. This experience should 
ordinarily be permitted after other courses are completed - at least Seminar in Gerontology. If 
the experience is of a 'selected problems' type. a proposal should be approved by the 
Departmental Sequence Adviser no later than the 5th week of the semester. 
Depgrtment of psychology 
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SEQUENCE IN SOCIAL ASPECTS OF AGING. SOCial Aspects of 
Aging Sequence is a multidisciplinary program designed to offer a limited number of 
academically and professionally oriented graduate experiences in aging. The sequence is 
housed In the Graduate School with advisement provided by the Psychology Department in 
cooperation with the Departments of: Sociology. Anthropology and Social Work; Home 
Economincs; and Speech Pathology and Audiology. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR APMISSION TO THE pROGRAM: Potential applicants must have earned a 
bachelor's degree (or equivalent) and meet the requirements for admission to the Graduate 
School as students-at-large.Credit for courses ID.Q:i be applied to a graduate degree program 
if approved by a specific graduate program. (See Policy of Graduate School.) Potential 
applicants may contact the Graduate School, or specific department advisers for application 
forms and further information. 
SEQUENCE REQUIREMENTS: 12 hours required. which includes 1) Seminar in Gerontology (3 hours) 
to be taken after at least six of the other required hours have been completed. and 2) 9 hours of 
electives from among the following gerontology related courses: 
Required course (3 hours) 
Seminar in Gerontology (SASW 469,08) Advanced treatment of gerontology including 
approximately one-third in overview of current gerontological issues plus selected topics in 
gerontology. e.g. Economics of Aging. Cross-Cultural Aspects of Aging, the Future of Aging. 
Elective courses (9 hours) 
Health Aspects of Aging (HSC/HEC 394) Characteristics of the aging process and factors 
influencing adaptation and the quality of living. 
GerontologiCal Psychology (psy 304) Psychological aspects of developmental transformations 
occurring during later adulthood. Application of psychology to problems of aging. 
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Hyman Commynication and the Aging process (COM 33]) An examination of the particular 
communication needs of the aging and current research in the field. 
Families in Later Life (HEC 305) Exploration of family dynamics in later life. Emphasis on 
developmental tasks. needs. and decision-making issues of aging family members. 
Experience in GerontolooY Each student enrolled in the Sequence ID..QY negotiate with the 
Sequence Representative in the sponsoring department credit for 3 hours of 'experience' in 
gerontology. This may include. but is not limited to 400 Independent Study. 498 Professional 
Practice in any department/program which is relevant to the Sequence. Each 'experience' is 
expected to involve some focused writing and analysis aSSignments. This experience should 
ordinarily be permitted atter other courses are completed - at least Seminar in Gerontology. If 
the experience is of a 'selected problems' type. a proposal should be approved by the 
Departmental Sequence Adviser no later than the 5th week of the semester. 
peoartment of Speech pathology and Aydiology 
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SEQUENCE IN SOCIAL ASPECTS OF AGING. Social Aspects of 
Aging Sequence is a multidisciplinary program designed to offer a limited number of 
academically and professionally oriented graduate experiences in aging. The sequence is 
housed in the Graduate School with advisement provided by the Speech Pathology and 
Audiology Department in cooperation with the Departments of: Sociology I Anthropology and 
Social Work; Home Economics; and Psychology. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR APMISSION TO THE pROGRAM: Potential applicants must have earned a 
bachelor's degree (or equivalent) and meet the requirements for admission to the Graduate 
School as students-at-Iarge. Credit for courses rrul¥ be applied to a graduate degree program· 
if approved by a specific graduate program. (See Policy of Graduate School.) Potential 
applicants may contact the Graduate School. or specific department advisers for application 
forms and further information. 
SEQUENCE REQUIREMENTS: 12 hours required. which includes 1) Seminar in Gerontology (3 hours) 
to be taken atter at least six of the other required hours have been completed. and 2) 9 hours of 
electives from among the following gerontology related courses: 
Required course (3 hours) 
Seminar in GerontolooY (SASW 469.08) Advanced treatment of gerontology including 
approximately one-third in overview of current gerontological issues plus selected topics in 
gerontology. e.g. Economics of Aging. Cross-Cultural Aspects of Aging. the Future of Aging. 
Elective courses (9 hours) 
Health Aspects of Aging (HSC/HEC 394) CharacteristiCS of the aging process and factors 
influencing adaptation and the quality of living. 
Gerontological PSYChology (psy 304) Psychological aspects of developmental transformations 
occurring during later adulthood. Application of psychology to problems of aging. 
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Human Communication and the Aging process (COM 33]) An examination of the particular 
communication needs of the aging and current research in the field. 
Families In Later Life (HEC 305) Exploration of family dynamics in later life. Emphasis on 
developmental tasks, needs, and decision-making issues of aging family members. 
Experience in Gerontology Each student enrolled in the Sequence !llilY. negotiate with the 
Sequence Representative in the sponsoring department credit for 3 hours of 'experience' in 
gerontology. This may include, but is not limited to 400 Independent Study, 498 Professional 
Practice in any department/program which is relevant to the Sequence. Each 'experience' is 
expected to involve some focused writing and analysis aSSignments. This experience should 
ordinarily be permitted after other courses are completed - at least Seminar in Gerontology. If 
the experience is of a 'selected problems' type, a proposal should be approved by the 
Departmental Sequence Adviser no later than the 5th week of the semester. 
7. Rationale for PrOPOSal gnd Mission: 
The field of gerontology and the aging network reflect a multi-disciplinary field drawing from the 
knowledge of the biological. social and applied science. Persons presently at work in the 
aging network are drawn from a wide variety of personal and academic backgrounds. At least 
some of these workers have little or no academic or other formal academiC training in aging 
studies and rely on work experience and workshop/conference opportunities as the 
foundation of knowledge for their particular jobs. Since the Board of Regents approval of the 
proposal for the interdisciplinary Minor in Gerontology in 1983, some thought has been given to 
providing a professional sequence of course work in gerontology for individuals seeking to 
broaden the knowledge and skills base for gerontology practice. 
A limited number of programs In gerontology at the undergraduate and graduate level have 
developed within the past decade in Illinois. Masters Degree programs in Gerontology are now 
being offered at Eastern Illinois University, Western Illinois University and Sangamon State 
UniverSity within the downstate area. None of these institutions offers a limited non-degree 
program in aging. A Certificate in Gerontology is offered at the University of Illinois at Chicago 
through the UIC Gerontology Center and the Office of Continuing Education at the School of 
Public Health. 
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Over the past decade. Illinois State University has grown in its commitment to interdisciplinary 
activities in teaching. researCh and service as indicated most recently in • A Vision for Illinois 
State UniVersity: Themes and Strategies for the Year 2007' (April. 1990). This proposed sequence 
is also consistent with the commitment to 'Promote cultural and public service programs.' 
(Vision) The establishment of this Sequence in Social Aspects of Aging will help to fulfill this 
Theme in that it takes seriously the knowledge of anticipated aging of the society and of the 
need to provide public service outreach programs which will help to prepare professionals in 
the field of gerontology and the aging network. 
Providing for a wider availability of the experience and expertise which has been developed at 
Illinois State University in the field of gerontology since early 1980s is an appropriate expansion of 
the educational and service mission on the University. The recent program review in the 
College of Arts and Sciences gave encouragement to expansion of programs in the field of 
aging presently part of Gerontology Minor. The College of Applied Sciences and Technology 
has encouraged additional development of educational offerings in the field of aging through 
Departments of Home Economics and Health Sciences. The emergence within the past three 
years of the BroMenn/lliinois State UniVersity Consortium on Aging gives additional evidence of 
the research and education commitment of Illinois State UniVersity to the future of gerontology 
as an important area of teaching and research. 
While it is possible that Illinois State should. at some time in the future. move to develop a 
Master's Degree program in Gerontology. it appears that there is a present potential for offering 
graduate level instruction which will meet documented interest and need in the aging network. 
It is antiCipated that some of those who follow their initial interest in one or more courses in the 
sequence will continue and complete a Master's degree. Others presently in Master's Degree 
programs will probably find completion of this Professional Development Sequence in Social 
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Aspects of Aging a valuable credential to add to their existing graduate programs. In fact. 
some authorities in the area of gerontology hold that even at the Master's level. the idea of 
concentrations in oerontolooy rather than a degree in gerontology has the merit of preparing a 
student in a speCific traditional field and giving the student more flexibility in career mobility 
through time than a deoree in gerontology would. 
A needs assessment survey was conducted in preparation of this proposal. Two Area 
Agencies on Aging which cover the service area of Illinois State University and approximately 
90 mile radius of Bloomington-Normal provided names and addresses of funded service 
providers and other relevant agencies in the aging network. A letter to those providers 
requested that the questionnaire be distributed to individuals within their organization who they 
felt would be in a position to make valuable evaluative input as the Sequence is considered. A 
total of ninety-five responses were returned from a range of individuals who are presently part 
of the aging network -- nurses. case managers. and home care personnel. One question 
asked was "would the proposed sequence be 'helpful' to individuals in their positions'. Fifty-
two respondents (55%) indicated "a great deal' and an additional 36% said 'some'. These 
responses may be taken to indicate a perception of overall usefulness of the coursework to 
persons at work in the aging network. In addition. a question was asked regarding the 
respondent's personal interest in participating in such a Sequence in the next couple of years. 
Twenty-seven percent indicated "a great deal" and 35 percent said "some interest in such 
participation.' Responses to other questions indicated a willingness to travel an hour every 
week to take a course in such a program. 
Another question asked about the probable impact completing such a Sequence would have 
on job advancement The responses to this question showed only 13 (14%) indicated "a great 
deal" while 44% said 'some" and 42% said "a little' or 'not at all" . In sum. the responses to 
these questions suggest that despite limited opportunity for job advancement in many aging-
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related settings. the Sequence is perceived as potentially valuable for persons in the field . 
Further. at least among those responding. the program has considerable personal appeal. 
Respondents were asked to check titles of proposed Sequence course offerings which held 
particular interest for them. Out of the 95 respondents the following results were obtained: 
Gerontological Psychology 62/95. Families in Later Life 55/95. Health Aspects of Aging 52/95. 
Communication and the Aging Process 52/95. and Interdisciplinary Seminar in Social 
Gerontology 41/95. A few additional subjects were mentioned. with Legal/Public Policy Issues 
the most frequent mention from five respondents. 
The responses to the survey indicated a substantial interest in the proposed sequence. the 
specific courses which are proposed. and in the possibility that course work taken in the 
sequence might be able to be counted toward some graduate program at Illinois State 
University. 
8. Expected Impact of proposal on Existing Cgmpus progrgms 
The primary impact of this Professional Development Sequence is to make existing academic 
offerings available to a wider range of students at the graduate level. Several of the courses 
presently ·fill up· in a once yearly offering and may need to be considered for more frequent 
offering and/or in an alternative time format (e.g. once weekly in an evening time slot for 
persons who are employed or who need to travel following completion of wOrk.) It is possible 
that as demand for the Professional Development Sequence increases that campus based 
course instruction will need to be considered for offering in other locations off campus (such as 
in Peoria. Decatur. etc.) 
9. Expected Curricular Chgnges Including New Courses 
As proposed. this Professional Development Sequence can be initiated without any further 
course additions. There are several other courses which may be offered in the future that 
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would fit well in this sequence and it is anticipated that they would be added as they are 
proposed and receive approval (e.g . Social SeNices and the Elderly, Economics and Aging, 
Public Policy and Aging). 
10. Anticipgted Stgffing Arrgngements 
No new staff are anticipated. The faculty presently teaching these courses and their 
respective Departments have given their support to this proposed sequence and are aware 
that some adjustments in course scheduling may be necessary. 
11. Anticipgted Funding Needs gnd Source of Funds 
No new funds are being requested in connection with this proposal. 
12/<;0 
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